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thousands of years...

In the Philippines, whether you are in communion with nature or
with history, or simply enjoying today, every moment is postcard
perfect. The Philippines is a veritable treasure trove of adventures
for those who love the great outdoors and idyllic scenes without
really losing access to the basic conveniences of an urban
lifestyle. Its pristine natural wonders, lush forests and crystal-clear
waters beckon to every traveler. It is a place where one can
spend a whole lifetime and still find new, delightful surprises each
day. Where every service is offered with warmth and a smile.

... hundreds of years

The Philippines.....you are home.
To fully enjoy your experience in the Philippines, go to www.pagcor.ph for information on our clubs, hotels and casinos.

CORPORATE OFFICES
HYATT HOTEL & CASINO MANILA: 1588 M. H. del Pilar cor. Pedro Gil Sts., Malate, Manila. Trunkline (632) 242-0121
PAGCOR HOUSE: 1330 Roxas Blvd., Ermita, Manila 1000, Philippines Tel.: (632) 521-1542 • Fax: (632) 522-2969
IMUS COMPLEX: PAGCOR Village, Bayan Luma, Purok 6, Imus, Cavite Tel.: (6346) 471-5409 (632) 529-8625 to 27

... just a week ago

PAGCOR CLUBS
PAN PACIFIC MANILA: 2nd & 3rd Floors.,Pan Pacific Hotel, M. Adriatico cor. Gen. Malvar St., Malate, Manila Tel.: (632) 404-2502 • NETWORLD HOTEL: Basement level, Networld Hotel, Roxas Blvd.
cor. Perla St., Pasay City Tel.: (632) 404-2367 • APO VIEW HOTEL: The Apo View Hotel, J. Camus St., Davao City Tel.: (6382) 225- 4074 • VENEZIA: Subic Freeport Zone, Subic, Olongapo City Tel.: (6347)
252-9385 • CAVITE: Cavite Coliseum, Km. 17, E. Aguinaldo Highway, Bacoor, Cavite Tel.: (6346) 471-4685 / (6346) 471-4035 • RAJAH PARK HOTEL: Rajah Park Hotel, Fuente Osmeña St., Cebu City Tel:
(6332) 255-8242 •ATRIUM: 15th Floor, The Atrium Hotel, Sen. Gil Puyat Ave. (former Buendia Ave.), Pasay City Tel.: (632) 552-0226 • SOFITEL PHILIPPINE PLAZA HOTEL: Ground & Basement Levels,
Sofitel Hotel, CCP Complex, Pasay City Tel.: (632) 832-9171 • AMBASSADOR: Mezzanine Level, The Ambassador Hotel, #2021, A. Mabini St., Malate, Manila Tel.: (632) 524-2826 • SAN PEDRO: 3/F, San
Pedro / Sogo Hotel, San Pedro Town Center, San Pedro, Laguna Tel.: (632) 868-6288• PREMIER: Pharaoh Hotel, Tetuan cor. Tomas Mapua St., Sta. Cruz, Manila Tel.: (632) 735-5134 / (632) 734-6033 • SAN
LAZARO: San Lazaro Leisure Park, Governor’s Drive, Bgy. Lantic, Carmona, Cavite Tel.: (6346) 843-5564 / (6346)844-8344 loc 204 • TROPICANA: 4166, G. P. Ramon Magsaysay Blvd., Sta. Mesa, Manila
Tel.: (632) 714-0966 • LAS PIÑAS: Ground Floor, Eurotel Bldg., Alabang-Zapote Road, Las Pinas City Tel.: (632) 801-3225 • GOLDEN NILE: Fields Ave, Balibago, Angeles City Tel.: (045) 8922031 loc
103/104 • UNIVERSAL: Ground floor, Universal Building, Rizal Avenue, Sta. Cruz, Manila Tel.: 733-9418 / 7341159 • MAJESTIC: 2nd Floor, Networld Hotel, Roxas Blvd. cor. Perla St.,Pasay City Tel.: (632)
536-5790 • ORIENTAL PARADISE SUITE: Roxas Spin Bldg., Roxas Blvd. cor. Derham St., Pasay City Tel.: (632) 8320371 to 74 loc. 205 to 206 / Direct Line: (632) 556-4340 • RONQUILLO: 561 2nd Flr.
Mezzanine,Gold City Square, Ronquillo Street, Sta. Cruz Manila, Tel.: (632) 736-5530 / (632) 733-0187 • MABINI: Citystate Hotel, Mabini Street, Ermita, Manila Tel.: (632) 522-3016 • LOURDES CENTER:
Lourdes C Building, Lacson Street, Bacolod City Tel.: (6334) 433-8732
* Calls to Manila using cellular and provincial landline phones: dial (02) + the telephone number of the Metro Manila casino branch you wish to reach. Calls to casino provincial branch using cellular and landline phones: dial the respective
provincial area code of the provincial branch you wish to reach + the branch telephone number. If you are within the area of the casino branch you wish to reach, no need to dial their area code.
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Multi-awarded columnist and writer Jullie Yap has been Editor-in-Chief
of the Manila Standard, Lifestyle Asia, People, and Oh! magazines and is
now Associate Editor of the Manila Bulletin in charge of the lifestyle
section. Famous for her columns, she also wrote five popular and witty
books and is currently writing the sixth.

Gemma Cruz Araneta
Gemma is a former Secretary of Tourism and the first
Filipina to win an international beauty competition.
Gemma started writing at the tender age of nine, thanks
to the encouragement of her mother. She has written
weekly columns for national newspapers and magazines
and has published six books, among them a collection of
short stories, Sentimiento, Fiction and Nostalgia. She is
currently the Director of the Museo ng Maynila, hosts a
radio program, and has recently been appointed OIC at
the Manila Tourism & Cultural Affairs Bureau.

Anna Sobrepeña
Though Editor-in-Chief of Lifestyle Asia, the Philippines’ leading luxury
magazine, Anna is also a contributing writer to broadsheets specialty
publications circulated nationwide and abroad. An active supporter of
the arts, she sits on the board of several organizations and
foundations that assist young artists and musicians.

George Tapan
Take a flight from the domestic airport in Manila and
most likely you will learn about the place you’re going
to from George Tapan’s gigantic photographs. George
has been everywhere in the Philippines, seen
everything and recorded it all on camera. "To be a
good photographer means to be in the right place at
the right time," he says. His photos of Bohol and
colorful festivities that we are publishing in this first
issue show precisely that.

editorial

contributors

Jullie Yap Daza

n

aïve tourists often come back home with stories about wonderful
places across the ocean, where people are kind, the landscape
astonishing and the food delicious.
This is certainly all true of the Philippines, but being here longer than most tourists
to work on PAGCOR’s new corporate magazine has made me realize that my opinion
of it has gone beyond a facile enthusiasm.
For over two months I had the chance to discover the talent of its photographers,
the irony of its writers, the energy of its business community, the efficient insouciance
of its taxi drivers, the humility of its great sportsmen and artists.
This is a country of contrasts and at times of chaos, but also paradoxically of rigor,
of deadlines that are met, assignments which are completed with creativity and
humor, ideas that fly. This is a country of exotic and surprising islands, of wild
vegetation, teeming life, crystalline seas – but it is also a more familiar place to
Westerners than any other destination in Asia.
PAGCOR is launching a magazine that will give readers more than a quick glance at
the country. Of course we’re proud to fill it with pictures of beautiful cities, fiestas and
stunning natural spots, but we want our readers to go backstage at the best local
musical, to try cooking a Filipino recipe at home, to order the latest CD by a rising star
or think about coming over for a fall season filled with exciting events.
We’re also happy to talk about the economy, the gaming trends in Asia, a little
history and not to forget the environment or fashion.
Luckily, the Philippines has not been hit by mass tourism yet, but it certainly
deserves many more than the three million people who visited its shores last year.
Through High Profile, PAGCOR shows its will to keep supporting local talent as well
as fulfilling its social commitments and entering ambitious ventures that are about to
revolutionize the country’s tourism and entertainment scene.

Marco Venditti
Managing Editor

Jessica Zafra
A writer and talk show host based in
Manila, Jessica is the author of the bestselling Twisted book series. Her writing
appears in Newsweek, The Nation
U.A.E., and the Philippine Star.
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© Marco Venditti

Q&A
Efraim C. Genuino

Chairman & CEO, the Philippine Amusement and Gaming Corporation

Chairman and CEO of PAGCOR since
2001, Efraim Genuino ranked #11 among
the 50 most influential people in the Asian
Gaming industry in the July 2008 issue of
Inside Asian Gaming magazine. He joins a
list that includes Stanley Ho, Sheldon
Adelson, and Steve Wynn.
The Chairman has recently embarked on
the company’s most ambitious
development to date — the creation of
Entertainment City on scenic Manila Bay.
We talk vision with one of the country’s
most spirited business leaders.
Text: PETER DRENNAN

Since your appointment in 2001 PAGCOR has been
transformed, and has just broken ground on the greatest
gamble in its history. What was your vision for the
corporation’s development?
When I was appointed Chairman, the first thing I did was understand
the needs of our employees. I increased their salaries, their
benefits, improved retirement packages and raised their health
coverage because I believe that you can never be successful as a
leader without taking care of your people and having sound human
relations. Your success depends on the way your people react to the

directions you want to take. If they’re not satisfied, they won’t
follow. It’s as simple as that.
Next, we envisioned how to take PAGCOR in new directions. PAGCOR
has a lot of potential but perhaps earlier leaders of the company did
not capitalize on that. We need to make things happen.
Entertainment City is central to that vision and may establish
Manila as a world-class leisure destination. How do you
expect this development to impact the country and its
tourism industry?
I’ve traveled to countries the world over, and discovered that when it
comes to tourism, we are behind by comparison. We are likewise
behind in industrialization and infrastructure. At this point, for our
country to recover economically, we need to develop tourism. Once we
develop projects like the Entertainment City, industrialization will follow.
There is so much that needs to be done.
And since a lot must be supplied in terms of construction materials,
manpower and other services, several other industries will be
stimulated by this development.
Once we start to develop the city, it will not stop there. Then we will
come up with a new development plan that will augment the earlier
one. For example, we started the Entertainment City. Now I’m thinking
of the second phase, which is the International City.
Even with the attractions of the Entertainment City, the tourist market
in the Philippines is too small. We have to come up with new ideas to
sustain our project. Our idea is to put up an International City where
we can develop a Korean City, a Japanese City, an American City — all
kinds of cities. It will be a 700- to 800-hectare development to the
south of Entertainment City.
After that, we could develop the other islands of the Philippines.
There are so many islands that we could develop to complement the
projects here in Metro Manila.
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What is the timetable for the development of the
Entertainment City, and how much investment has it drawn in?
We already held the groundbreaking ceremony for the project and
have issued provisional licenses to our two major investors — the
partnership of Alliance Global Inc. and Genting Berhad Group of
Malaysia, and the ARUZE Corporation of Japan.
Each of them will develop hotels first, but simultaneously they will
develop other attractions. I will not allow them to operate a casino
without them. We expect the first hotels to be built by 2010.
The Japanese group told me that as soon as they get their provisional
license and finish the development plan, they will start construction.
They are going to develop about 40 hectares while Alliance Global will
develop about 57 hectares — it’s a big project.
In terms of investments, out minimum requirement is US$1 billion per
investor. But the ARUZE group, based on our projections, is spending
about $3.5 billion and Alliance Global estimates it will spend about
$1.3 billion.
Macau and Singapore, with integrated resorts either
developed or under construction, represent significant
competition. What advantages does Manila offer?
Macau receives 24 million visitors annually, but perhaps 50 percent of
them are there for gaming. If you divide that by 12, that’s a million
visitors a month, or about 33,000 a day. If you divide that among the 30
casinos Macau has, that’s more or less 1,000 players per day per
casino. And if you divide that into three shifts, that’s around 350 players
per shift per casino. If you divide that into slot machines and tables,
that’s only about 200 people per shift. So how big are their revenues?
Perhaps only four casinos in Macau make money.
I’m not saying Macau is saturated. I’m saying that we will give them a
run for their money. Manila is closer to some parts of China than Macau
and because of the tremendous economic gains in China we are
expecting a lot of Chinese visitors. Currently we don’t have the
infrastructure to support those numbers, but the answer is the
Entertainment City. Build it, show them you have the facilities, and they
will come. Looking at out target market, we even have a stronger
advantage over Singapore in terms of location.

10
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How many jobs do you expect the new city to create, and what
safeguards are in place to ensure that benefits are felt by
ordinary Filipinos?
We expect to create at least 250,000 to 450,000 jobs inside the zone.
Ninety-five percent of those hired will be Filipinos and 45 percent of
them will come from PAGCOR. Salaries will be paid in U.S. dollars and
will be in accordance with Asian standards. Why do we intend to pay
them in U.S. dollars? This is to stop the brain drain. For some countries
to have a competitive workforce, they need the Philippines. We have the
best hotel workers, the best builders, the best people generally. The
Philippines is the world’s biggest exporter of quality manpower. A lot of
overseas workers will come back when we start this development and
begin operations because they will receive the same salaries here that
they are receiving abroad.
What are your plans for Manila’s existing casinos?
We’re aware that, eventually, those casinos may close. That’s why we
arranged with the investors that 45% of workers in the new casinos to
be built must come from PAGCOR. If our operations begin to suffer, we
can redeploy workers to the new casinos. That is the best protection I
can give them. Plus, they will also be earning in dollars.
Also, under our charter, PAGCOR is not allowed to form a union. So if
the people working there are employed by PAGCOR, then we are also
protecting the investors.
This year marks the end of PAGCOR’s first 25-year charter. With
the new charter, PAGCOR will be able to own land and build its
own hotels and casinos. How will you take advantage of that?
One of the directions we are taking now is to acquire more land for
small casinos so that we will not have to lease. We can save money and
give it back to our employees in the form of benefits. We are acquiring a
lot of land and are planning to build our own casinos — not as big as
Hyatt Hotel and Casino Manila, but competitive enough. Just like in
London, where there are a lot of small casinos.
Would you create a second Entertainment City elsewhere in
the Philippines?
Yes, once we develop phase II, which is the International City. We also
plan to develop Cebu, and some parts of Mindanao. We can bring out
guests to Cebu, to Mindanao, to Amanpulo. The airline industry will
improve and the government is very aggressive about developing our
airports, including the ones in Clark, Iloilo and others.

© Jesus S. Casabar

© Jesus S. Casabar

˝

I BELIEVE YOU CAN NEVER
BE SUCCESSFUL AS A LEADER
WITHOUT TAKING CARE OF
YOUR PEOPLE. YOUR
SUCCESS DEPENDS ON THE
WAY YOUR PEOPLE REACT
TO THE DIRECTIONS YOU
WANT TO TAKE.

The Chairman visits the acrobats of Wanders, a
show that he conceptualized and that has
constantly improved through his feedback.

What advantages do you think the Philippines offers as a
destination?
In the 1960s, the Philippine was the second biggest economy in Asia,
after Japan. The biggest American bases outside of the U.S. were here in
the Philippines. I tried to analyze that. The reason I see is because the
Philippines is one of the most strategically located countries in the
world. When it is 10 o’clock in the Philippines, it is also 10 o’clock in
New York! And because of our proximity to our neighbors, we are the
best destination in Southeast Asia.
What we need is development but we don’t have the money. So we need
to create a concept to sell to investors who will then use their money to
develop the Philippines. And that will trigger further investments. We
need to establish a personal relationship with these investors and to
make them understand that they could leave a legacy in this country.
You only realize the value of your money, whether that is thousands,
millions or billions, if you invest it in a place where it is badly needed.
Does that apply to foreign investors as well as local?
Yes, because several countries have historical connections with the
Philippines such as Spain, the U.S., and Japan. The ARUZE Group that is
helping spearhead Entertainment City, for example, is closely linked with
Steve Wynn (the American casino-resort developer). I’m sure that after
this deal, a lot more Americans will come to the Philippines.
Following the success of Wanders, are you preparing to launch
a second show?
When you’re developing a city, you have to consider what it requires to
be a success. In 2002, I prepared a concept, and though there were
many delays, I pushed it through. I know that entertainment was one of
the concerns of our investors, which international group I would
outsource it to. But I said: I will give it to the Filipinos. We are blessed
with a lot of talented people here. If our performers can make it in Las
Vegas, they can certainly make it here in the Philippines. We have
contacted a lot of engineers in Vegas and they are willing to help us for
our next show. We are going to produce a $100-milion show in the
Entertainment City.
After the introduction of Las Vegas-style entertainment, Macau
recorded 24 million visitors last year. Do you anticipate similar
growth here?
Yes, absolutely. Big investments mean big returns.
Is it important to you that PAGCOR has a strong social element,
an ethos of giving back to the community?
Yes, very important. We have a very dedicated community relations
department in PAGCOR that oversees all our socio-civic projects and
community development efforts targeting the poor in our country. 춧

˝

WE ARE GOING TO HAVE A
$100 MILLION SHOW IN THE
ENTERTAINMENT CITY TO BE
PRODUCED BY THE LOCATORS.
IT WILL BE A GREAT SHOW.

˝
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It’s Wa nderful!
A truly multinational cast of singers, acrobats and dancers work in harmony to
deliver Asia’s hottest stage sensation. Marco Venditti has the best seat in the
house, and an access-all-areas pass. Photos: JESUS S. CASABAR
12
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Bong Quintana, the Director
of Wanders, oversees the
dress rehearsal (BELOW).
The Russian dancers are ready
to take the stage (TOP RIGHT).
A young Chinese acrobat
awaits her turn in the wings
(BELOW RIGHT).

a

n old, popular Roman saying says that if one hopes to
understand anything in life, one had better look at it
from the opposite point of view.
I thought of that while sitting in the Airport Casino’s Grand Theater, in Parañaque City, Manila, next to Efraim Genuino, Chairman
and CEO of the Philippine Amusement and Gaming Corp. (PAGCOR).
We were watching the first act of Wanders, a show that has become a
must in Manila’s entertainment scene. In the blink of an eye, at least
100 artists had filled the stage coming from everywhere — the back of
the stage, little nooks in the wall, even the roof of the theater. There
were Chinese acrobats, long-legged Russian dancers, Filipino singers,
contortionists, clowns. It was a visual feast. I didn’t know where to rest
my eyes to grasp it all, but somehow I was having a hell of a good time.
“I wanted a show full of energy, without intermission, and with
all the music I like,” Genuino had told me minutes before entering the
theater. And that’s exactly what I was getting.
By the time the second act kicked in, I started to worry. I knew
that my job was ultimately to convey all these feelings in words and
the show already looked overwhelming.
Essentially, Wanders is a musical extravaganza combining theater,
circus and dance as it follows the sentimental journey of two wanderers, Pol and Pola. On their travels they meet playful 10-year-old Jin
Yang — a young and promising acrobat from Henan, China — who first
appears as a fidgeting member of the audience, startling other guests
with his bursting balloon. Having borrowed Pol’s camera, the boy is
chased by the pair, as well as a tour guide and a security guard, as he
appears and reappears among the cast, weaving throughout the story.
The addition of Jin Yang has brought a welcome family element to
the show, Producer Chito Cabalu tells me. “He is applauded by young
and old alike.”
While mesmerized by the spectacle unfolding on stage, I knew
that if I wanted to truly understand this complex show, I had to follow
my ancestors’ advice and look at it from “the opposite point of view.” I
had to go backstage.
Guided by the Director, Bong Quintana, as well as José Zulueta Aranda, the Stage Technical Director, I was to visit the performers backstage
several times over the course of a month; before, during and after the
show. There, I found more than 100 artists brought from 10 different
countries around the world — a sort of a United Nations, complete with
translators. Including the production team, technicians, stage managers,
doctor, and other supporting roles, the crew reaches some 400 people.
Each group occupies its own exclusive territory, administered in
its national language and defined by its cultural identities. Filipino
dancers and singers occupy the east wing of the top floor. Their doors
are always open and from inside one can always hear their laughter
and chatter. The Russian dancers, who apply their make up while listening to classical music, occupy the opposite wing, and the Chinese
acrobats, who stand in line like military cadets while answering the
roll call of their tutor, reside on the lower floor.
Hours before show time, though, the different artists slip into character and the whole backstage area becomes a huge rehearsal room
filled with color, sound and action. The seemingly dislocated groups
suddenly come together and the cultural differences vanish in an
instant, the moment the curtain goes up.

14
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Hours before
show time, the
different artists
slip into character
and the backstage
area becomes a
huge rehearsal
room. Cultural
differences vanish
in an instant.
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WE NO LONGER RELY ON FOREIGNERS FOR THEIR
IDEAS AND EXPERTISE, BUT WE COLLABORATE WITH
CREATIVE MINDS IN THE REGION TO DEVELOP A
SHOW THAT IS TRULY WORLD CLASS.

쑲쑲

There is nothing new about the synergy of a talented international cast in the world of live entertainment — Cirque du Soleil is an
obvious parallel — but when we talk about the Philippines, a country
with little experience in staging shows of this magnitude, Wanders
is breaking ground.
“It is the biggest of all the productions I have directed in terms of
scope, requirements and preparation,” says Quintana, who worked for
months with his creative team conceptualizing the show. “We held a
brain-storming session at Lake Tagaytay, near Manila, which lasted
three days from 10 a.m. to 3 a.m.,” he recalls.
Producer Chito Cabalu was also part of the creative team as a promoter, with previous experience in TV and responsible for having
brought global stars such as Michael Jackson, James Taylor, and Stevie
Wonder to perform in the Philippines. “We no longer rely on foreigners
for their ideas and expertise, but we collaborate with creative minds in
the region to develop a show that is truly world class,” he says.
Cabalu understood early on that the public was ready for something else in his own country: “The Philippines has been a source of

Chito Cabalu, the show’s Producer.
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CLOCKWISE:

A group of women balances
plates on delicate long sticks; young
contortionists strike multiple poses while
showing off their flexibility; the singers’
attire and performances are at times
inspired by 1970s America; a multitude
of Elvises rocks the audience.

˝

talent for at least 30 years. By producing Wanders, we also wanted to
bring home some of our best talents or at least create a venue for this
generation of performers,” he says.
It is true that Filipinos are exceptional singers, says Coke Bolipata, the country’s renowned violinist, and the explanation for that has
its roots in history: “We have been singing for centuries as a way to
release stress and anxiety, like any other civilization that has been
under a foreign power for a long time.”
While Spain administered the Philippines for over 300 years and its
legacy is notable in the language, food and architecture, when it comes
to entertainment, the Americans seem to have left a much bigger mark.
“I grew up listening to American music,” says Genuino “and my
dream has always been to see these songs performed on stage one
day.” With Wanders, he has made that dream a reality, as the show
looks like a homage to Las Vegas-style entertainment; from the huge
back projection of Vegas casinos, to soulful renditions of American
classics — including numbers where the stage is filled with dozens of
dancers dressed like Elvis.
“The Chairman is definitely the force behind this show,” says
Cabalu. “I would say that as much as 50% of it comes from his input, not
only economically, but also creatively. I often see him among the audience and I know that at the end he will come down with suggestions
about how to improve specific numbers. And most of the time he’s right.”
Genuino was able to pull together some $3 million to create Wanders, and although this figure pales when compared with glittering
spectaculars in Las Vegas — where productions can start at $250 million — it has worked miracles in the Philippines.
There is a yard stick in the casino industry that each dollar spent
on entertainment generates five from food and beverage, gaming
tables and merchandising. This criterion seems to have worked just
fine for PAGCOR. According to Roberto C. Reyes, General Manager of
PAGCOR Parañaque, slot machine income, for example, increases 20%
on the days of the show.
Following the success of Wanders, which has been enjoyed by
more than 100,000 people since its launch in July 2007, PAGCOR is
preparing to stage a brand-new show before the end of the year. “The
provisional title is Flow,” says Cabalu, “and it will tell the story of the
birth of dance — from conception, through childhood and adolescence
to maturity. It will feature all dance disciplines from pop, jazz, ballet,
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LEFT PAGE: Acrobats appear on trapezes from the
ceiling (TOP); Masked drummers become ghostly
in the low, fluorescent light (BELOW);
THIS PAGE: Chinese dancers fill the stage with
gracefulness and color.
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THE IDEA WAS
NOT ONLY TO FIND
EXCEPTIONAL
ACROBATS, BUT ALSO
INDIVIDUALS WHO
COULD BRING
SOMETHING UNIQUE
TO THE SHOW.
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tango and tap to ballroom, street dancing and stomp,” he says. “It will
be supported by an 18-piece big-band sound with singers like in Wanders, acrobats and illusionists.”
Cabalu is excited about the new challenge: “Just as Wanders is the
best musical show in Asia, Flow will be the best dance show,” he says.
Flow will boast a cast of 150 performers, including dancers from
Cuba and new Chinese acrobats from the school of Zhengzhou in
Henan province. The school, famous for training talents as young as
four, has been the main source of Wanders’ performers.
It is incredible to see these young acrobats performing stunts
which truly defy gravity. Wanders’ Flight of Love for example — featuring a couple flying across the stage at a height of several feet while
holding onto a tiny rope and each others’ hands — is a crowd-pleaser, as
is the swinging pole number where acrobats leap from pole to pole
clinging on only with their legs. All of it is performed flawlessly.
“I had to impose the safety net, at least during training,” confesses Cabalu, “and I had to fight hard as they would rather do with-

TOP AND RIGHT PAGE:

Shaking it up at the end of
the show to the sound of La Vida Loca.
ABOVE: Many performers are couples in real life,
to add to the authenticity of the performances.

out it.” Cabalu spent months looking for the right artists in Henan
and some of the numbers he brought home have never been seen
outside China before.
“My idea was not only to find exceptional acrobats, but also individuals who could bring something unique to the show. Often I ended
up hiring performers who are also couples in real life, as the audience
can feel that they truly hang onto each others’ lives up there.”
Ballet dancers from Russia and Belarus complete the cast of Wanders, adding elegant straight lines to a show which often relies on a
sort of “disorganized order” to deliver a punch. Dressed in stunning
costumes, these classically trained dancers dazzle the audience with
their exquisite moves following the beat of an impeccably directed
live band.
PAGCOR’s musical extravaganza is already rated the best in Asia,
but this may be just the beginning as Macau casinos are avidly bidding
to import the production and sooner rather than later Wanders may find
its way across the ocean and, why not, even land in Las Vegas. 춧

An audience from all walks of life and all ages may watch Wanders every Wednesday, Friday and Saturday, 8.30 p.m.,
at the PAGCOR Airport Casino in Parañaque City, Manila. For inquiries contact telephone number +(632) 852-7758/54
Tickets are available at: Ticket World • Ticket Hotline: +(632) 891-9999 • www.ticketworld.com.ph
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Entertainment City Manila

Playing the Ace
A multibillion-dollar, cutting-edge
entertainment resort planned for
Manila Bay is set to transform the
city’s skyline, and catapult the capital
to the leisure-travel big league.
Text: JOSE MAURICIO, with additional reporting by KAREEM JALAL
Photos: JESUS S. CASABAR Illustrations: JT CRUZ AND PARTNERS
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n poker, so the saying goes, you need to know when to hold
and when to fold. Of course, the really serious players know
when to go all in. Efraim Genuino is doing just that. The Chairman and CEO of state-owned Philippine Amusement and Gaming Corporation (PAGCOR) is leading the 31-year-old company in its most
ambitious move ever: the creation of Entertainment City, a $15-billion
integrated entertainment complex that will rise on 120 hectares of
reclaimed land along Manila Bay.
The development’s cutting-edge designs and all-round entertainment focus will transform the Manila skyline and, the hope is, propel
the Philippine capital on to the same map as world-class tourist destinations. Genuino is bullish about the scale of the development, and its
aims. “Big investments mean big returns,” he says. “For the Philippines to recover economically, we need to develop tourism. Once we
do, industrialization will follow.”
According to the PAGCOR chief, Bagong Nayong Pilipino Entertainment City Manila, to use the initiative’s full name, is just the
beginning. “It will not stop there,” he explains. “We have started with
Entertainment City, but now I’m already thinking of the second phase
— International City, a 700 to 800-hectare development to the south.
After that, we could develop some of the islands in the Philippines.”
Adds Genuino: “This is our answer to the developments happening in

other parts of Asia, particularly Macau and Singapore, as well as in
other parts of the world.”
If his greatest gambit to date pays off, PAGCOR’s success will firmly establish tourism as a driver of growth in the Philippine economy.
But few think Entertainment City is much of a gamble. “PAGCOR will
make so much of this project,” says Samie Lim, President of the Philippine Chamber of Commerce and Industry (PCCI). “This is good for the
country, the economic value it will bring in.”
Last year, visitor arrivals to the Philippines reached a record 3.1
million. Investing in tourism will have “a strong multiplier effect,” Lim
argues. “For 25 years, the Philippines was not able to attract more
than two million tourists. We have now set a target of five million [by
2010]. If each tourist spends $1,000, which is at the low end, we will
have $5 billion in tourism receipts every year.” More tourists, he says,
means more revenue, increased investment, more jobs, and improved
infrastructure, which lures more visitors.
Genuino believes that with Entertainment City and additional developments, the Philippines should aim to attract 10 million tourists in five
years. By comparison, tiny Macau received a record 24 million visitors

PAGCOR’s board of directors celebrates the
groundbreaking concept of Entertainment City.
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: Manuel Roxas, Director;
Rafael Butch Francisco, President and COO;
Efraim Genuino, Chairman and CEO; Danilo Gozo
and Philip Lo, Directors.
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Architect Jerry T. Cruz
and his team discuss
the proposed
masterplan for
Entertainment City,
which will spread over
120 hectares of
reclaimed land along
Manila Bay. The hugely
ambitious project will
be brought to fruition
through the use of
state-of-the-art
technology and
high-level international
partnerships.
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last year, while 10.3 million tourists visited Singapore.
Genuino acknowledges the competition, but sees a significant advantage in location. Manila, he points out, is
closer to some parts of China, a vital target market, than
Macau, and is certainly more accessible to Chinese
tourists than Singapore. “We will give them a run for
their money,” he says with a smile.
PAGCOR’s expanded vision of the Manila Bay project
into a fully integrated entertainment and leisure zone mirrors the strategies of Macau and Singapore. Macau, the
former Portuguese enclave now a Special Administrative
Region of China, has overtaken Las Vegas as the world’s
gambling capital by revenue. Where previously Macau’s
most popular casinos were typically
garish, smoke-filled halls that
appealed mainly to clientele from
Hong Kong and the mainland, the
arrival of American gaming groups
— such as billionaire Sheldon Adelson’s Las Vegas Sands and casino
impresario Steve Wynn’s Venetian
and Wynn Resorts — has sharply
bumped up the quality of both the
facilities and the experience.
Singapore, meanwhile, is following suit, bringing in both Sands
and Malaysian gaming giant
Genting to develop two integrated
resorts — one on the island of Sentosa and one in an area adjacent to
the central business district — that
will offer an array of entertainment
options to visitors and locals.
The Philippine Congress’ decision to extend PAGCOR’s franchise
for 25 years beyond July 2008 significantly boosted investor confidence
in the company. It allowed Genuino
to shift strategy from a pure gaming
focus to a more ambitious tourism
play. Entertainment City will include
an aquarium, leading international
hotels, convention facilities, sports
stadiums, retirement villages, apartments, theme parks, a cruise-ship
terminal, a marina, cultural facilities
including theatres and a museum,
an observation tower, and Manila’s
answer to the giant London Eye and
Singapore Flyer Ferris wheels.
The centerpiece of the complex
will be a reincarnation of the popu-

lar Nayong Pilipino, the “Philippines-in-miniature” village that for many years was adjacent to the international airport but fell into disrepair. Gaming will
account for no more than 5% of the activities in Entertainment City, PAGCOR says. When completed, it will
receive about 10 million visitors a year, many of whom
are expected to come from mainland China. The first
phase should be ready by April 2010.
By expanding its horizons, PAGCOR is even better
placed to be a significant catalyst for the economic
growth of the Philippines. PAGCOR is the third-biggest
income-generating state agency, behind the tax authority and the customs bureau. With Entertainment City,
PAGCOR hopes to triple its annual income from the current $500 million to $1.5 billion.
Wherever it is permitted, gaming naturally has its
critics. Yet PAGCOR has managed to win support among
legislators and the public because of its commitment to
aligning its corporate strategy with the government’s
poverty-alleviation efforts. Genuino, who has headed
PAGCOR since 2001, has stressed that investors, including foreign groups, will foot the bill for the construction
of Entertainment City.
Through its community-relations department and
its contributions to the President’s Social Fund, PAGCOR is doing its part to promote economic and social
development in the country. Congress recently earmarked PAGCOR funds for the upgrading of equipment
at the National Meteorological Agency to help the country better prepare for potential weather-related disasters. Following devastating typhoons recently, PAGCOR
channeled money and relief goods to support victims.
More important still are PAGCOR’s efforts to ensure
that ordinary Filipinos benefit most from Entertainment City. The project is expected to create more than
450,000 jobs, most of which will go to local people.
Even more jobs will be generated indirectly. PAGCOR,
which currently has 12,000 employees, plans to pay
staff in Entertainment City Asia-standard salaries in
U.S. dollars. The aim: to encourage quality workers who
might otherwise leave the country to stay.
Investors in Manila Bay will also benefit from the
country’s plentiful supply of highly skilled labor, which
will benefit in turn. “Many people will be working at
the facility and getting a good salary, so it changes not
just the economy but the lifestyle,” says Mike Tanji,
Director, President and Treasurer of Aruze Gaming
America Inc., part of Tokyo-based Aruze Corp., a maker
of arcade games and the biggest shareholder in U.S.based Wynn Resorts. Aruze is planning to invest $2.5
billion in Entertainment City. “We will try to use as
many Filipinos as possible,” Tanji promises. “While



 Aerial view of the masterplan, which includes
a marina, residential areas, a boardwalk and an
amusement park.
 and  The architects envision a futuristic look
for Entertainment City.
 A Grand Hotel from Travellers International.
 Proposal for the new headquarters of PAGCOR.
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there are some regulations on this, the important thing for us is to work with the people of
the Philippines.”
Entertainment City has captured the
imagination of investors around the globe.
Aruze is expected to tap the expertise of
renowned American casino developer, Steve
Wynn, for the Manila project. Local media
reports say Aruze plans to break ground in
January on the $2.5 billion Okada Resort
Manila Bay, which will feature 2,000 standard
rooms and 300 VIP suites.
Other investors include Malaysia’s
Genting Group, which, in addition to a casino, is expected to bring a Universal Studios
theme park to Manila Bay, as it did at its
ResortsWorld at Sentosa site in Singapore.
Hong Kong-listed Star Cruises is reported to
have a preliminary agreement with Travelers
International, a subsidiary of Philippines-listed real estate conglomerate Alliance Global
Group, to take a 40% stake in Travelers’ portion of the Manila Bay project.
SM Investments Corp. (SMIC), a vehicle
of Chinese-Filipino retailing, property and
banking tycoon, Henry Sy, is also linked to
the project.
Strong investor interest and the excellent
location next to the Mall of Asia, a highly successful shopping complex developed by SMIC,
have convinced many that Entertainment City
is a sure bet. “I salute the Chairman of PAGCOR,” Lim, the PCCI President, says. “He has
been relentlessly pursuing this project. This is
how we are trying to sell this country now — as
the world’s next tourist destination.”
Adds Aruze’s Tanji: “The Philippines is
vitally different from Macau, Singapore,
Japan and mainland China. It is located in the
center of Asia. It is surrounded by the ocean,
with a lot of beautiful places and small
islands. So it is not just about the casinos; it’s
the whole package of facilities for you to take
a vacation and get away from your busy life.
That’s the concept here. The Philippines
should be top among Asian countries. We
envision making it number one.”
With the ground broken at PAGCOR’s
Entertainment City, the Philippines is well on
its way to achieving that goal. 춧

BLUE-CHIP INVESTOR
ARUZE, ONE OF THE MOST
RESPECTED NAMES IN
INTERNATIONAL GAMING,
HAS COMMITTED A
MULTIBILLION-DOLLAR SUM
TO ENTERTAINMENT CITY.

— with annual GDP growth now consistently
above 4% — and the country’s more stable
political environment were also strong draws
for Aruze. “The Philippines has been a good
performer among Asian countries for some
time,” Tanji explains. “There were some political issues, but they have been resolved. The
country is growing quickly and it’s a safe
place for investors.”
PAGCOR was keen to bring in Aruze, given its
experience internationaly. The Japanese
With the Bagong Nayong Pilipino Entertaincompany is the biggest investor in Wynn
ment City Manila, PAGCOR is branching out
Resorts, the U.S. group that operates luxurifrom operating casinos to providing a richer,
ous integrated casino resorts in Las Vegas
more complete experience. The success of
this flagship project on Manila Bay will depend and Macau, and is rumored to manage the
on the ability of its blue-chip investors to deliv- planned Manila property.
For its part, Aruze compared other Asian
er the world-class facilities and experiences
gaming centers and concluded that the
that discerning visitors have come to expect.
Japan’s Aruze Corp., the world’s leading manu- Philippine capital offered the greatest potential. “The terms of reference state an attracfacturer of arcade games, is investing some
tive rate, regarding the fees that will be
$2.5 billion to build a 2,000-room, 300-suite
casino resort. In addition, the development will charged on gaming,” says Tanji. “That’s one
of the reasons why we made the decision.”
include upscale retail opportunities, restaurants, an arena, a theater, a world-class aquari- Thanks to its experience in Las Vegas and
um, a museum and what will be Manila’s equiv- Macau with Wynn Resorts, Aruze is confident
alent to the giant London Eye Ferris wheel. The that it has the regional network to bring in the
high rollers a casino development needs to
casino, restaurants and shopping mall will be
succeed. “We can bring a lot of big players
completed in the first phase of Entertainment
from China,” says Tosh Kosaka, Executive AdviCity, which is scheduled for 2010.
Mike Tanji, Director, President and Treasurer of sor, Corporate Management Strategy Office,
Aruze Corp. High-stakes gamblers “are key to
Aruze Gaming America Inc., the U.S. subthe success of any casino; maybe 60-70% of
sidiary of the Tokyo-based group, is bullish
about the investment. “Because of the growth income comes from the high rollers.”
Aruze is hopeful that the government will
of Asian economies, particularly in mainland
China and India, there is a huge opportunity for upgrade Manila’s strained infrastructure, particularly the airport and access to the Manila
the entertainment industry to serve people in
Bay reclamation area. “We need an expressthose areas,” he says. “Right now, overseas
way from the airport,” Kosaka says. “We
travel is taken by less than 2% of Chinese, but
need government support on that.”
with China growing so quickly, that will come
Tanji agrees: “High rollers don’t want to take a
up to maybe 10% or more in the near future.”
Tanji emphasizes that Manila is less than three monorail, they want a limousine. Those guys
hours from most Asian cities. “The Philippines will fly to Manila in their private jets so [improving] that facility is very important.”
has scenic beauty and the best hospitality in
the world,” he says. “The Philippines could be With PAGCOR spearheading Entertainment
City, and the city’s vast potential to deliver last[for the Chinese and other Asians] what
ing returns, Aruze and other investors should
Hawaii is for the Americans. That is why we
face little trouble getting all the support they
made the decision to invest here.”
The Philippines’ recent economic performance need to make their projects a success.

My
Manila
Bay

Manila Bay has long exercised a
mysterious pull over Manileños.
Gemma Cruz Araneta remains
beguiled by its fabled sunsets.

Photos: JESUS S. CASABAR
Historical images: Courtesy of MUSEO NG MAYNILA
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Following the curve of the bay, Dewey Boulevard has long
been the place from which to admire Manila Bay’s famous
sunsets. Decades ago, vendors started selling their wares
here, and now bustling cafés and shops serve a new
generation of Manileños.

Leading into Manila Bay, the Pasig River with its quaint
boats has also been a favorite spot for romance.
Today, modern buildings profit from the breathtaking view
it affords.

anila Bay must have been dazzling to the
early seafarers who came here even before
these islands were named Las Filipinas. The
bay could have become a lake had the perfect circle not been breached
by a narrow 18-kilometer entrance “partly blocked by an island that
rose high like a rock… this was a haven shut off from the storminess of
the China Sea outside,” eulogized novelist Nick Joaquin in his book
Manila, my Manila: A History for the Young. He described Manila Bay
as “the cleanliness of a new creation.”
Centuries later, the Manila Bay I first saw was not as pretty as a
day of Genesis. Although its waters may have been as placid as when
the Malay seafarers sailed inward, I could feel the shore still smoldering from the unspeakable devastation of a recent war. There was no
beach nor inviting foliage, nor intriguing jungle, nor flowery swamp
but only tons of dirty grey sand sprayed all over the shore, staining
the crescent-like promenade and jagged cement embankment. Treacherous craters of varied dimensions were strewn along what is now the
bay walk and once I thought I saw a gnarled, desiccated fist which my
yaya hurriedly pushed into the sand with a bare foot. I froze and pretended not to see, but for many years I could not get myself to tell anyone how horrified I was at that sudden glimpse of death.
Certainly, Manila Bay then was not the most salubrious place to
take a child, but it was the only open space close to home, a leisurely
walk from Donada Street where we all lived after Ermita, our home
town, was blown to oblivion during that ferocious Battle for Manila.
At the first sign of whooping cough and similar afflictions, my
cousins and I were shepherded for early morning constitutionals by
the sea to inhale therapeutic gusts of natural iodine. To this day, unexpected gusts of wind brushing against my cheeks remind me of those
Manila Bay jaunts. After stoically ignoring that fossilized hand, I was
perched on a ruined slab facing the sea, expanding my puny chest
with every rhythmic breath. How good it felt! My yaya had brought
along slices of boiled chicken which I nibbled disinterestedly while
gazing at the horizon and the crescent of the bay, the only lyrical
panorama of that windy, metallic morning.
Soon the seaside walk was cleared of all vestiges of tragedy and
along Dewey Boulevard sturdy balete trees sprouted with branches
that looked like muscular arms. Enterprising vendors began to sell
popcorn, kropek [a crispy snack], cotton candy, roasted peanuts and
hot dogs from glass-covered pushcarts that were lit after sundown.
The Luneta became a lovers’ park, a favorite haunt of painters and
photographers. My grandfather had a friend, Teodulo Protomartir,
who would go there every day, to the same spot at exactly the same
time, to take shots of the fabled sunset over Manila Bay. In a few
more years, there were red double-decker buses called matorco that
plied the whole length of Dewey, turning right off P. Burgos street
into the neo-classical enclosure of the Agrifina Circle to emerge once
again on to the boulevard, just in time for the most splendid array of
colors over Manila Bay.

Until the late 1950s, the beach resorts at the Parañaque side were
favored destinations of summer tourists and school picnics. The sand
was almost as black and as hot as it was that sultry morning, ages ago,
when I was nibbling chicken slices and expanding my puny chest. My
classmates and I regaled each other by re-baptizing the beach “black
hail resort” a pun of Jale, its real name, “onyx coast,” or “sandy coal”
and other such inane combinations only giddy colegialas could find
funny. We would splash water at each other, jump waves and feel the
gentle undertow, until someone screamed as she gashed her foot on a
pile of rusty metal shards, the debris of belligerent air encounters still
embedded in the sand. That was the end of our water follies as school
picnics were transferred to the Balara Filters and never again on the
perfidious beaches of Manila Bay.
Although most family members had left the Manila Bay area to
seek more pastoral landscapes in San Juan, Mandaluyong and WackWack, the mysterious pull is there; we miss the gentle sea breeze and
have to return once in a while to take a glimpse of that glorious sunset. According to my mother, the Guerreros, our ancestors, were
described in Spanish colonial parish records as indios de este pueblo
[natives of this town], meaning Ermita, a small fishing village when
the Spanish conquistadores first came.
A favorite family legend is about a wooden statue of a beguiling
female deity, venerated by the indios and enthroned in a clump of pandan that thrived along the crescent beach. Certain that it was the Virgin Mary, the Spaniards took the statue, dressed her up like a European princess, pinned on a frizzy wig, called her Nuestra Señora de
Guia and took her to Intramuros, Manila’s walled city.
For centuries, according to family lore, the Ermitenses would faithfully troop to Intramuros bearing flowers and singing hymns for the
return of their deity, and as close to the walls as possible (natives were
not always welcome) they would botar flores [throw flowers]. By the
time the image was returned to the rightful parish at Ermita a couple
of centuries later, the Bota Flores procession had already become a
deeply rooted tradition.
Several enterprising entities have had designs on Manila Bay.
Since the American invasion at the turn of the 20th century, when
land was reclaimed to construct Dewey Boulevard and the port area,
that dazzling configuration of an almost perfectly circular bay has
been somewhat altered. From the swashbuckling American G.I. Stonehill to the pharaonic Marcos regime, through the gaudy Taiwan magnate Tan Yu and the enterprising Amari deal, land has been reclaimed
at a furious pace and real estate development has given Manila and its
environs a crisper, post-modern look.
Sometimes, even the Department of Public Works is coaxed and
cajoled to construct networks of flyovers and expressways on top of
scenic Roxas Boulevard. However, Manileñas like me will forever be
vigilant as we want the famous sunset to be admired by all and to
remain as breathtaking as when the first Malay seafarers sailed into
this resplendent bay. 춧
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ASIA’S GAMBLERS HAVE NEVER HAD IT SO GOOD. MULTIBILLIONDOLLAR DEVELOPMENTS FROM THE PHILIPPINES TO VIETNAM OFFER
WORLD-CLASS FACILITIES ON A SCALE ONCE FOUND ONLY IN VEGAS.
PLACE YOUR BETS NOW.
Text: KAREEM JALAL Photos: JESUS S. CASABAR

Double
or quits
GAMING IN ASIA

t

he drought of legal casino gaming in Asia may soon give
way to a flood as ringing registers across the continent
raise eyebrows from Kolkata to Kyoto.
The casino industry in Asia is getting a facelift as hitherto dark and
dingy hardcore gambling joints are replaced by glittering megaresorts.
On reclaimed land along Macau’s Cotai Strip and Manila Bay in the
Philippines, two competing developments will vie for the title of “Asia’s
Las Vegas.” In the small beach town of Ho Tram in Vietnam, an upmarket casino resort is being built to allow Asian sun seekers to combine
baccarat with palm-fringed beaches.
Banned outright in Japan, mainland China, Hong Kong, Taiwan,
and Thailand, and restricted in India, Indonesia and South Korea, casinos in other parts of Asia are becoming hot properties. While the Philippines benefits from significant home-grown demand, Vietnam, Cambodia, Myanmar, and North Korea rely almost exclusively on gamblers
crossing their frontiers, mostly from China and Thailand.
The tide looks set to turn, however, thanks largely to the success of buzzing Macau. Since liberalizing its gaming industry in
2001, the former Portuguese territory of just half a million residents
has seen a massive influx of investment from foreign casino operators. With the arrival of glitzy new casinos, Macau surpassed Las
Vegas to become the highest-grossing casino destination in the
world, and visitor numbers to the city are soaring. Among the big
winners is the Macanese economy.
Indeed, Macau’s rising prosperity was cited as one of the main
factors behind squeaky-clean Singapore’s decision to legalize casinos in 2005, and the city-state is on the way to opening two massive casino resorts by 2009.
Over the past half century, Las Vegas has transformed itself from
little-known desert town offering no-frills gambling to the entertainment capital of the world. One of the milestones in that transformation
was the 1989 opening of The Mirage. The brainchild of entrepreneur
Steve Wynn, it was the first casino resort on the Las Vegas Strip to
give as much importance to dining and entertainment as it did to gambling. The Mirage – and the string of glittering destination resorts that
followed – drew a more diversified visitor demographic to Las Vegas.

Hardcore gamblers gave way to families, leisure travelers, businessmen, and young people out to party.
The casino resorts that line the Strip now derive over half their
revenue from non-gaming activities such as retail, dining and entertainment. Pundits need only look to Vegas to see where Asia’s casino
industry is headed. The arrival of the megaresorts is likely to increase
non-gaming revenue at Asia’s casinos beyond the current 5-10%, and
radically alter the visitor profile and style of play.
Asians undeniably love gambling, but it is the Chinese that have
a global reputation for being hardcore gamblers. Unlike Vegas,
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Baccarat is in high demand in Asia,
but blackjack, preferred in the West,
offers more options to players and
better odds against the house.
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where cocktail waitresses ply punters with a never-ending flow of
free alcohol, Asian casinos rarely serve liquor to their Chinese customers, who generally opt for tea to keep their heads clear as they
wage battle against the house. Chinese high-rollers are known to
gamble for days with no sleep, gulping down bottles of thick, black
chicken essence for fortification.
Across Asia, casinos are benefiting from the release of enormous Chinese demand for gaming. Mainland China — where the
government imposes a strict ban on casinos — is the fastest growing
source of visitors for most major Asian casinos, and a market courted by tourist boards around the continent. The demand is unlikely
to dry up soon, as China’s rapid economic growth and booming middle class create legions of new casino customers.
As Chinese gamblers become more savvy and attuned to the
realities of gambling, they may well adopt a less hardcore style of
play, just as Philippine gamblers appear to have done. The Philippines has a long history of offering the widest range of legal gaming
options in Asia, with regulated casinos, slot-machine clubs, horse
racing, bingo halls, poker rooms, sports betting, lottery, cock fighting and online casinos, and local players are more likely to enjoy a
drink at the slots or tables and assume a more relaxed style of play
than their Chinese counterparts.
As the Asian casino market and the players within it mature,
there will also be a shift in game preferences, again mirroring the
evolution of Las Vegas. The biggest change will be the rise of slot
machines. Slots contribute close to 70% of casino revenue in Nevada, compared with just 5% in Macau.
During the “Ocean’s 11” era in Vegas, casino floors were dominated by lively and glamorous table games, which generated the
bulk of revenue. As slot machines became more engaging and trusted by players they gained popularity, further boosted by the preference for “light” gambling among the new breed of Vegas visitor. By
1981, slot revenues exceeded that of tables for the first time in Nevada. While starting from a low base in Asia, slots have already made
explosive gains.

MACAU HAS AN ENORMOUS POTENTIAL CUSTOMER BASE,
BUT ITS APPEAL IS CAPPED BY A DEARTH OF ATTRACTIONS
BEYOND THE RESORTS. THE PHILIPPINES, BY CONTRAST, HAS
ALL THE REQUISITE CHARACTERISTICS TO BECOME AN
EXCEPTIONAL TOURISM DESTINATION.

Behind the scenes in the Hyatt
Hotel and Casino Manila,
fresh packs of cards are
carefully sorted before being
sent out to the floor.

Time will also see the decline of baccarat, by far the most popular
table game in Asia, dominating casino activity in the Philippines and
a staple of Asian cinema, including the Hong Kong blockbuster God of
Gamblers and its numerous sequels. In Vegas and the West, blackjack
is the leading table game – perhaps understandably, it offers more
options to players than baccarat, and if played according to basic strategy, offers players better odds against the house.
Poker, hugely popular in the U.S., has yet to take root in Asia,
though the game does have a committed following in the Philippines.
It is likely to gain a fan base region-wide following the introduction of
major poker tournaments with million-dollar prize pools and big-name
victors, such as the recent Asian Poker Tour (APT), which kicked off
on May 27 in Manila, before moving on to Macau.
While conforming to the trends that shaped Las Vegas, Asia’s casino industry is growing at a much faster pace, and is poised to overtake
that of the recession-hit U.S. by 2012, according to a 2007 survey by
the American Gaming Association. The association reported revenues
at U.S. casinos of $34.1 billion, compared with an estimated $15-20
billion at casinos across Asia.

ASIA IS BEGINNING TO HOST HIGH-PROFILE POKER TOURNAMENTS,

Asia’s leading casino destinations are investing in the future to
secure dominance in a rising market. Some $20 billion is being
invested by casino operators to transform Macau from hardcore daytrip gambling getaway into a diversified tourism and entertainment
hub in the Vegas mould. Analysts predict the developers could replicate in five to 10 years what took 50 to create in Vegas.
The conveyor belt of costly Macau megaresorts began moving in
August last year with the opening of the 3,000-suite Venetian Macao,
reportedly the largest building in Asia with a half-million-square-foot
gaming floor, 1.2 million sq. ft. each of retail and convention and exhibition space and a 15,000-seat arena for hosting NBA matches, Celine
Dion concerts, and the like. As the only place in China where casinos
are legal, Macau has an enormous potential customer base, but its
appeal is capped by a dearth of attractions beyond the resorts. Even
with the Venetian, Macau remains a day-trip destination – in May,
almost 53% of visitors left the same day, and those who did stay booked
1.4 nights, on average.
The Philippines, by contrast, has all the requisite characteristics
to become an exceptional tourism destination. The country has a
diverse tourism offering, with a record number of visitors staying an
average 16.7 nights in 2007. The development of world-class destination resorts would provide a further boost to the archipelago’s already
compelling tourism appeal.
The Philippine Amusement and Gaming Corporation (PAGCOR),
the country’s state-owned gaming operator-cum-regulator, has a
similar vision to the bullish casino operators in Macau, and aims to
attract $15 billion in investment from a consortium of international
investors for its Bagong Nayong Pilipino Entertainment City Manila

project. The development, earmarked for a 120-hectare site of
reclaimed land along Manila Bay, will feature a series of individual
though interconnected resorts and other facilities offering gaming,
leisure, sport and culture, shopping malls, hotels, housing and a
marina. Highlights include a Universal Studios theme park, an
observation tower, a giant Ferris wheel, and the world’s largest
aquarium. Construction is expected to begin in January.
With the added benefits of an educated, plentiful and low-cost
labor force, and a strategic location within three hours of key Chinese
cities, the Philippines has a strong competitive edge.
The two resorts currently under construction in Singapore will
probably lag Macau’s in terms of casino revenue, but look set to generate much faster returns in non-gaming areas. The Singaporean government has actually restricted the amount of space the resorts are
allowed to devote to gaming and has also ensured that the resorts have
distinct and non-competing attractions. The Marina Bay Sands, located in the downtown Marina Bay area, is designed to attract convention
and business visitors, while Resorts World Sentosa, located on a tropical resort island linked to the city by a bridge, is targeted at families
and leisure travelers.
Also currently under construction is the $4.2 billion destination
resort located along the white, sandy shores of Ho Tram in Vietnam’s
tropical Ba Ria-Vung Tau province. The resort will feature upmarket
hotels, casinos, a Greg Norman-designed championship golf course
and other retail, dining and entertainment facilities. The first phase of
the project, along with the golf course, is slated to open in 2010.
For Asia’s growing legion of gamblers, things have never looked
so good. 춧

ATTRACTING GLOBAL STARS AND CHAMPIONS OF THE GAME.
Poker is still not as popular in Asia as it is in the
U.S., but high-profile tournaments attracting top
international players are beginning to be held
across the continent. FAR LEFT: One-time World
Poker Tour Champion, Joe Hachem (wearing
sunglasses), muses before making his play at
the Asia Pacific Poker Tour of 2007, held at the
Hyatt Hotel and Casino Manila; U.S. student
Brett Parise takes home the prize; NEAR LEFT: At
the 2008 Asian Poker Tour, David Swab
considers his chips before going on to claim the
$280,000 prize in the Philippines leg of the
competition (RIGHT).
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CAPITAL FUN
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MANILA GLITTERS AT NIGHT WITH NEON LIGHTS AND THE COMINGS
AND GOINGS OF PEOPLE SEEKING GAMING AND ENTERTAINMENT.
A FIXTURE OF THE CAPITAL, PAGCOR’S ESTABLISHMENTS CATER TO
HIGH ROLLERS, SOPHISTICATED TRAVELERS AND EVEN FAMILIES.

PAGCOR PAVILION

PAGCOR PARAÑAQUE

This is the biggest earner for PAGCOR.
Located a few minutes away from
Chinatown, in the middle of Manila tourist
belt, the Pavilion is the name to be
reckoned with when it comes to gaming
in Manila. “Our facilities may not be the
fanciest of all, but when I walk through
the gaming floor or the slot machine
arcades and I see the same customers
over and over, I know that we are doing
something right,” says Dan Dia, the
Pavilion’s General Manager.
With an offer of 600 plus slot machines
and over 90 tables, the Pavilion caters
mainly to foreign players, especially
Chinese, Koreans and Japanese.

Located a few minutes away from the
Ninoy Aquino International Airport in
Manila, PAGCOR Parañaque hosts the
show Wanders and a number of other
entertainment activities that will appeal to
a wide public, from families to committed
players. “Seeing a kid in a casino was
considered to be a sin till very recently,
but thanks to Wanders it’s not uncommon
nowadays to see mothers pushing a pram
as they stand in line to enter our theater,”
says Rodrigo de los Santos, Parañaque’s
General Manager. Boasting a 3.5 billion
pesos gross revenue annually, Parañaque
is the third biggest earner in the PAGCOR
family and the one with most potential
for expansion.

PAGCOR HYATT

PAGCOR HERITAGE

Part of the luxurious, five-star Hyatt Hotel
and Casino Manila, this branch caters to
international players with a taste for
excellence and discretion. “We pride
ourselves in being the best in the gaming
industry as far a service is concerned,
whether in slot machine arcades, VIP
clubs, airport relation unit or any other
kind of personalized service,” says
Alexander Betita, PAGCOR Hyatt’s
General Manager. Attracting an average
of 2,000 players a day, the casino applies
a rolling system of betting similar to the
one implemented in Las Vegas or Macau,
and while the posted maximum bet is of
one million pesos, “it can be arranged to
be even doubled to suit a well established
player,” says Betita.

“Location, location and location,” says
Rogelio Bangsil, the Heritage’s General
Manager, pointing out his establishment’s
foremost characteristic. At the
intersection between the historical Roxas
and Edsa boulevards in Pasay City
and few minutes away from the
international airport and the Mall of Asia,
the Heritage is already known as one of
Manila’s landmarks.
Although it is the smallest casino in the
capital, Heritage’s “homey” feeling has
allowed the casino to become the second
largest earner for PAGCOR. “We are
gearing up for expansion, including the
VIP and slot machine area and the hotel
has already given us the go-ahead.
The potential is enormous,” says Bangsil.
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Hotel
de Luxe






“This is the only hotel in the Philippines which consists of
five presidential suites, three executive and ambassador
suites, and 70 regular suites,” says Gottfried Bogensperger,
the Hyatt’s General Manager. “It is clearly designed for
high-rolling players who expect much more than a standard
room when they travel abroad.”
Undoubtedly the Hyatt Hotel and Casino Manila is one of
a kind, offering a 24-hour spa, coffee shop and room service.
“Gaming mostly happens at night, it’s a different leisure
sector altogether,” says Bogensperger. “It is a given that we
have to offer round-the-clock service.”
If a guest is not much of a player, Manila Bay and its
famous sunset are just around the corner, while tourist
attractions such as Chinatown, the walled city of Intramuros,
and the Mall of Asia are within walking distance.



 A 35-meter pool and
bar are available at Club
Oasis Fitness Center.
 The Western Corner
is one of the many
types of restaurant
to be enjoyed in
The Market Cafe.
 The spa offers a
haven of luxury to soothe
the senses.
 The different
facilities make superb
venues for banquets and
weddings.
 The Presidential
Suite offers every
comfort.
 The Lounge is a
relaxed setting for a
quiet cocktail.
 At the Fireplace, the
wine library is displayed
among the tables.
 A warm welcome is
guaranteed at the
reception.
The pastry shop
caters to the sweetest
tooth.



Built in 2004 at the heart of Malate, one of Manila’s most
charismatic districts, the Hyatt Hotel and Casino caters to
a world-class clientele with an appetite for tourism,
business, and, most of all, gaming.





Photos: Courtesy of HYATT HOTEL AND CASINO MANILA
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EarthGoddesses
Text: KRISTINA MAE R. OMBAO
Photos: JESUS S. CASABAR

Miss Earth is Carla Paula Henry
38
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Gowns on Miss Fire, Miss Earth, Miss Ecotourism: Puey Quinones - All wraps are by Dita Sandico-Ong, made of banana plant fibers.Stylist: Charmaine Palermo - Styling Assistant: Erwin Tagaro - Make-up and Hair: Al De Leon, Bobbie Millena & Nick De Rosas of THE MAKE-UP FORUM
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hey are not extraordinary
women. But for this new
breed of beauty queens,
there is something more sublime
than what meets the eye. Named
after the Earth’s elements,
these women may have a more
crucial role than any other beauty
list in the world.
When Carousel Productions, the
organization based in Manila that
manages the Miss Earth and
Miss Philippines-Earth beauty
contests, launched these
pageants in 2001, it redefined
the concept of beauty by giving
women from across the globe a
tougher mission: to nurture what
is left of this living planet and
save it from greater perils. Armed
only with a woman’s grace, wit
and the heart of a crusader, a
Miss Earth beauty is called to
lead ecological sustainability
campaigns both in the
Philippines and abroad to
reshape people’s mindsets, bind
cultures, and evoke commitment
among individuals who believe
that they too can transform the
world into a better place.

Miss Fire is Kristelle Lazaro

Miss Air is Marie Razel Eguia

Beauty takes on another dimension when it is put to the service of saving the planet.

Miss Water is Marian Michelle Oblea

Miss Eco-Tourism is Ma. Venus Raj

BEAUTY
WITH A
CAUSE
MISS PAGCOR IS READY FOR
A CHANGE OF CONCEPT.
You wouldn't guess by looking at Melanie Felix that she
is a sergeant in the U.S. Army National Guard But
there is even more to her than that: the newly elected
Miss PAGCOR can fix cars, and she is bound to
surprise audiences with her many talents.
Chosen from 37 candidates running for Miss Earth
Philippines, and other pageants representing Filipino
communities in France, Germany, the United Arab
Emirates and the U.S., Miss PAGCOR will promote
tourism and social responsibility on behalf of the
Philippine Amusement and Gaming Corporation.
Born in California to Filipino parents and fluent in
Tagalog, Melanie feels confident that she will be able to
meet the challenge the task with no problems.
“My father was in the Air Force prior to entering
the Army National Guard, and I have been around a
military environment since I was four years old,” she
says. “One of my favorite activities as a child was in
fact to build bridges.”
Electing her as the company’s official face for the
next few years is one more step toward branding
PAGCOR as a family-oriented enterprise.
“Everything happens for a reason,” says Melanie.
“PAGCOR wants to change people’s perception about
gaming, so why not have a ‘muse’ coming across with
this change? After all, they sponsor Miss Philippines
Earth, a contest that stands for a relevant cause and
not just beauty for the sake of it.”

.

With children in the front line of the
President’s war on dangerous drugs,
Peter Drennan finds one foundation
with an ingenious way of delivering
an anti-drugs message.
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Young, spirited kids calling on superhuman powers to overcome an
evil drug lord, resisting his relentless seduction to lure them to the
dark side, may sound like the stuff of animated fantasy, but it won’t
remain that way if Josephine Sumangil-Evangelista has her way.
Evangelista heads the BIDA Foundation, a non-stock, non-profit,
non-governmental organization committed to educating young people
about the perils of drug abuse and equipping them to better resist the
temptations of illegal drugs. The superhero comics her foundation produces are just the latest weapon in an arsenal that delivers an anti-drugs
message to young people across the Philippines. And it is young people,
Evangelista says, that are in the front line of the war on drugs — a war
that is being championed by President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo.
Despite an average age of 28 for drug users in the Philippines, BIDA,
or Batang Iwas Droga [Kids Against Drugs], is tackling the menace at
grass-roots level, favoring prevention rather than cure. The project is
a joint campaign of the Dangerous Drugs Board (DDB), the country’s
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CAPITALIZING ON ITS
POPULARITY, BIDA HAS USED
ANIMATION AS A MEDIUM
TO ENCOURAGE YOUNG
PEOPLE TO PARTICIPATE
ACTIVELY IN THE
GOVERNMENT’S FIGHT
AGAINST DRUGS.

쑲쑲

strategy-formulating body in matters of drug prevention and control, the
Philippine Amusement and Gaming Corp. (PAGCOR), the Department of
Education, and the BIDA Foundation which aims to impart an anti-drugs
message to elementary school students aged 6 to 12.
Capitalizing on its popularity among the target audience, BIDA has
used animation — first as a cartoon series and most recently with the
comics — as a medium to encourage young people to participate actively
in the government’s fight against drugs.
“This is a preventative education program,” says Evangelista, BIDA
Foundation’s Corporate Secretary. “They are kids, so we have no means
but to educate them.”
First launched in March 2003, the
BIDA message was delivered in a
popular 13-episode animation series
following the
adventures
of three
young
superheroes,
Luzy, Victor
and Mindo,
named after the
country’s three
principal regions —
Luzon, the Visayas, and
Mindanao. The cartoon,
aired on local television,
aimed to educate children
and their families about the
dangers of drugs.
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PAGCOR Chairman and CEO
Efraim Genuino presents the BIDA
concept and reinforces the
message against drugs.

The animated series was combined with visits to public elementary schools, including all of those in Metro Manila, where the three
mascots would interact with children to further reinforce the message.
The schools — and some 170,000 students — then competed in the
Pinoy Olympics which encouraged children to participate in native
Philippine sports such as piko-piko and palo sebo. PAGCOR, the Government Service Insurance System and the Philippine Charity Sweepstakes Office sponsored the events. By June 30, 2003, the BIDA Program had recruited some 15,000 members.
“It isn’t just a case of being a BIDA member, of having a BIDA ID,
it is about having that responsibility to help,” says Evangelista. Children were encouraged to be the eyes and ears of the organization in
their communities and to maintain dialogue with their teachers and
families, who had access to a dedicated hotline.
During the campus tours, the children were also encouraged to
participate in arts projects, drawing, painting, creating slogans, and
visualizing a drug-free future. “It’s an integrated approach to antidrug initiatives in the Philippines,” Evangelista says. “Our mission
was to stop the increasing drug problem in our country through youth
involvement in arts and literature. We want them to play an active
role in the nation’s anti-drug campaign.”
Committed to revitalizing the BIDA message and underscoring
its objectives, the partners launched the next wave of the campaign
earlier this year. Originally conceptualized as three superhero characters in the cartoon series, the new comic books feature five young
students with superhuman powers, locked in a titanic clash with a
wicked tyrant. Despite their tender years, the heroes wage battle
against the public enemy.
While refreshing the concept, one element has clearly remained
constant. “It was important for us to have new superheroes in the
Philippines,” Evangelista says. She is confident that the message will
be quickly disseminated though the strategic and readily available
print medium. The 40-page, full-color comic will be distributed widely at schools, and teachers are encouraged to create activities based
on the heroes’ adventures.
Once again, a round of campus tours has followed the launch,
starting with the first of 511 public schools in Metro Manila on June
20. This time parents are being invited to attend, to aid the education
process. Kids’ fairs, kids’ clubs, mall tours and a “BIDA Jamboree” will

˝

FOR YEARS, THE DRUG PROBLEM HAS
WEAKENED THE FOUNDATION OF OUR
NATION. WE MUST STOP THIS MENACE IF
WE ARE TO ACHIEVE OUR VISION OF
BECOMING A STRONG REPUBLIC.
further reinforce the message. The BIDA Membership Club aims to
enlist over one million students in Metro Manila alone.
“We have to sustain this program,” Evangelista says. “The help of
PAGCOR has been invaluable, and PCSO and GSIS have been a big
help for the Foundation, but we would also welcome the help of the
private sector.”
The program has a particular resonance for Efraim Genuino, Chairman and CEO of PAGCOR, who conceptualized both the initial BIDA Program and its latest evolution. “For years, the drug problem has weakened the foundation of our nation. It ruined lives, separated families and
corrupted the youth. It has invaded our homes, our schools, and our
workplaces, bringing destruction to everything that it touches,” he said
at BIDA’s launch. “We must stop this menace if we are to achieve our
vision of becoming a strong republic.”
The consumption of illicit drugs has increased throughout the world
in recent years and the Philippines is no exception. While the countries
of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) have yet to see
drug abuse on the scale of North America, a sharp rise in the number of
arrests, drug seizures, and drug use-related medical treatment bears

˝

witness to the growing seriousness of the problem. The government’s
commitment to tackling the issue has seen a commensurate rise.
A 1999 survey conducted by the DDB concluded that there were 1.8
million regular users and 1.6 million occasional users of dangerous
drugs in the country. In 2004/5, the DDB conducted a further survey
with 12,000 respondents, the results suggested there were an estimated
6.7 million drug users. The drug of choice is most likely to be Shabu
(Methamphetamine Hydrochloride), Cannabis, or inhalants.
“We view this drug problem as alarming. But if we view it in an
international context, we see that it is manageable,” says Anselmo S.
Avenido Jr., Chairman of the DDB. “That doesn’t mean we shouldn’t
extend our efforts to stop drug trafficking and abuse.”
Recognizing the mounting social challenge, President MacapagalArroyo has called for a comprehensive crackdown on dangerous drugs
combined with a far-reaching education program that will pave the way
toward a drug-free Philippines by 2010. With other ASEAN member
states committed to achieving a drug-free region by 2015, the Philippines has opted for an ambitious, go-it-alone target.
It’s time to call in the superheroes. 춧
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OCTOBER

THE BOSS:
CEOS IN
CONCERT

PHILIPPINE PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
Young and old are treated to the best of American popular composers - George
Gershwin (Porgy and Bess; An American in Paris), Leonard Bernstein (Symphonic
Dances from West Side Story) and John Williams (The Five Sacred Trees bassoon
concerto). Presented by the CCP in cooperation with the United States Embassy.

Tanghalang Nicanor Abelardo
Cultural Center of the Philippines, Main Theater

18

MASSKARA
FESTIVAL

Mask-making puts a quaint accent on the
festivities to mark Bacolod City's Charter Day.
Brass bands, beauty contests and parades are
held before the evening's highlight of street
dance where folks wear their beautiful masks.

Bacolod City, Negros Occidental

29

31

TRICKS & MUSICAL TREATS:

A HALLOWEEN
FAMILY CONCERT
METRO MANILA
COMMUNITY ORCHESTRA

Recommended for ages 5 to 95, the Metro Manila
Community Orchestra (MMCO) “monsters” under
the direction of Master Spook Josefino Chino
Toledo performs lively and comedic music for
Halloween. Show up early in your best costumes
for pre-performance activities. Children and
guardians can dress in costume and participate in
the onstage costume parade. 4:00 pm

Tanghalang Nicanor Abelardo
Cultural Center of the Philippines, Main Theater

Tanghalang Nicanor Abelardo
Cultural Center of the Philippines, Main Theater

11/16

NOVEMBER
MGA GERILYA SA
POWELL STREET
TANGHALANG PILIPINO

The Filipino-American experience moves from
print to stage in the premiere of Rody Vera’s
adaptation of Benjamin Pimentel’s critically
acclaimed Filipino novel about Filipino-American
war veterans in San Francisco, California.

07-30

Some of the country’s bosses in the business
community perform with the Manila Symphony
Orchestra II, Rachel Gerodias, Della Besa,
Annie de Guzman, and other classical artists in
a Gala evening to raise funds for the CCP’s
and St. Scholastica’s College scholarship
programs.

Tanghalang Aurelio Tolentino
Cultural Center of the Philippines, Little Theater

HIGANTES
FESTIVAL

NATIONAL MUSIC
COMPETITIONS FOR
YOUNG ARTISTS
2008 (NAMCYA)
The National Music Competition for Young Artists
will start this year’s search for new outstanding
young Filipino artists and musicians around the
country.

Tanghalang Huseng Batute
Cultural Center of the Philippines, Studio Theater
Tanghalang Nicanor Abelardo
Cultural Center of the Philippines, Main Theater

Male devotees carry the image of San
Clemente in a procession that features
pahadores, clad in colorful garb and wooden
shoes and carrying boat paddles and
10-feet- tall giants made of papier mache.

Angono, Rizal

© George Tapan

What’s on this Fall
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THE SPIRIT OF AMERICA

22-23
COPPELIA

6
-7
DECEMBER
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STAR OF HOPE

THE PHILIPPINE MADRIGAL
SINGERS
The most acclaimed choral group in Asia will
fill your nights with songs of inspiration and
hope this Christmas season. Experience the
challenging musical style and winning
performances that enthralled audiences from
various parts of the globe!

Tanghalang Nicanor Abelardo
Cultural Center of the Philippines, Main Theater

BALLET PHILIPPINES
Be ready to fall in love again in this season of
mirth as Alan Hineline restages a classic and
timeless story of young love. Funny, witty and
sentimental, Coppelia will surely make Ballet
Philippines stand out all the more.

Tanghalang Nicanor Abelardo
Cultural Center of the Philippines, Main Theater

11-14

24

MAYTINIS
FESTIVAL
KAWIT, CAVITE

A well-loved Caviteño tradition that depicts
The Bible’s nativity story. It retells Joseph and
Mary’s search for a place to stay in Bethlehem
until they find the stable where Christ is born.
This uniquely Filipino interpretation of the
Messiah’s birth culminates with a lively and
colorful parade, street party and rejoicing as a
way of celebrating life in full bloom.

Office of the Mayor
Telephone number (+63-46) 4344550
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PACMAN
THE DESTROYER

With victory in his WBC Lightweight title clash in Las Vegas, boxer Manny
Pacquiao earned himself a place among the sport’s greatest. Pound for pound,
the pride of the Philippines is arguably the best fighter in the world today.

Text: RAJAN RAI Portrait: JESUS S. CASABAR

O

n June 28, Philippine boxing superstar and cultural
icon, Manny Pacquiao, emphatically wrote himself into
the sport’s history books. ‘Pacman the Destroyer,’ as
he has been nicknamed, became the first Asian boxer to win world
titles in four separate weight divisions after spectacularly knocking
out Mexican David Diaz in the ninth round of the World Boxing
Council (WBC) Lightweight title clash in Las Vegas.
Pacquiao also became only the ninth boxer in the history of the
sport to achieve that feat. The 29-year-old is now a fully paid-up member of a star-studded and exclusive club that includes Tommy ‘The Hitman’ Hearns, Sugar Ray Leonard, Roberto ‘Hands of Stone’ Duran, Pernell ‘Sweet Pea’ Whitaker, Leo Gamez, the ‘Golden Boy’ Oscar de la
Hoya, ‘Pretty Boy’ Floyd Mayweather Jr., and Roy Jones Jr.
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Pacquiao’s success has been nothing short of amazing. Born
Emmanuel Dapidran Pacquaio in 1978 in General Santos City on
the southern Philippine island of Mindanao, Manny overcame a
humble start in life to reach the top of the boxing ladder. In doing
so, he has become an inspiration and a symbol of hope to millions
of his countrymen. The Philippines’ flag-bearer at the Olympic
Games in Beijing, Pacquiao’s social conscience and commitment to
his country were evident recently when he donated some three million pesos to a fund set up to help the victims of Typhoon Frank.
“Inevitably, my first priority is to knock down my opponent,”
he says, “but there is also the knowledge that I represent my country the moment I step into a ring. I know that millions of people
are watching my fights back home and even though I can't let that

쑺쑺
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I REPRESENT MY COUNTRY THE
MOMENT I STEP INTO A RING. I
KNOW THAT MILLIONS OF PEOPLE
ARE WATCHING MY FIGHTS BACK
HOME AND PART OF ME WANTS
TO WIN FOR THEM AS WELL.
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ies may have failed to recognize the clash as a world title fight, but
The Ring magazine did and proclaimed him featherweight world champion, albeit unofficial. Nevertheless, Pacquiao had taken the first steps
to global boxing superstardom.
Six months later, Pacquiao was back in the ring with another Mexican, the defending World Boxing Association (WBA) and IBF Featherweight Champion, Juan Manuel Marquez, and this time a world title
was up for grabs. A judge, who later admitted he had made a mistake
when scoring one of the rounds to the detriment of Pacquiao, proved
pivotal as the fight ended in a hard-fought draw.
In March 2005, Pacquiao suffered a rare loss following a unanimous decision in favor of Mexico’s Erik ‘El Terrible’ Morales in his bid
for the vacant WBC International Super Featherweight title. But six
months later the Filipino was back to his winning ways, securing that
very same title against yet another Mexican, Hector Velazquez.
Over the next two years, Pacquiao made five successful defenses
of his WBC International Super Featherweight title. These included
two exciting wins over Erik Morales to avenge his earlier loss and a
much-anticipated rematch with Marco Antonio Barrera last year in Las
Vegas, where Pacquiao once again proved to be the Mexican’s nemesis, winning after a unanimous decision.
Last March, Pacquiao was handed the opportunity to claim his
third world title — the WBC World Super Featherweight crown — with
a rematch against Juan Manuel Marquez in Las Vegas. In a bruising
encounter, the Filipino lived up to his Mexicutioner billing with yet
another victory, albeit after a split decision.
Pacquiao’s boxing legacy was pretty much secure even before he
claimed his third world title, but now with four under his belt, what’s
next for the pride of the Philippines? The man The Ring describes as
pound-for-pound the best boxer in the world is not ready to hang up
his gloves just yet. “My goal is to win five different titles in five different categories and be among the top boxers of all time,” he says.
Who knows, the Filipino may even go on to re-write the record
books if he equals or beats American Oscar de la Hoya’s tally of winning world titles over six weight divisions. While that remains to be
seen, one thing is clear: the Philippines’ Manny Pacquiao will go down
in history as one of boxing’s greatest ever fighters. 춧

© AFP/Getty Images

thought get in the way, part of me wants to win for them as well. One
thing that I have learned in my career is that with great power comes
big responsibility.”
Pacquiao’s professional career has come a long way since first
appearing in 1995 as a lean 16-year-old on ‘Blow Blow,’ an evening
boxing television show. However, when Pacquiao defeated Thailand’s
Chokchai Chockvivat to take the Oriental & Pacific Flyweight title in
1997, the boxing world began to stir.
Just one year later, the hard-punching Filipino had secured the
first of his four world titles after knocking out local favorite Chatchai
Sasakul in the eighth round in Thailand to be crowned the WBC Flyweight Champion at the tender age of 19. If the boxing world hadn’t
heard of Pacquiao before, they certainly had now.
After a minor setback when he failed to retain his belt, Pacquiao
gained weight and made the move up to super bantamweight. The
move paid off: not only did Pacquiao win the WBC’s lesser-ranked
International Super Bantamweight title in 1999, but he went on to
make five successful defenses of that title.
In 2001, Pacquiao finally got his big break in the U.S., the sport’s
most lucrative market. A late replacement, Pacquiao was pitted against
the reigning International Boxing Federation (IBF) Super Bantamweight Champion, Lehlohonolo Ledwaba, at one of boxing’s most
prestigious venues, the MGM Grand in Las Vegas. Boxing in front of a
global audience for the first time, the Filipino reveled in the spotlight.
He duly beat the South African to claim his second world title courtesy of a sixth-round total knockout.
It is said that every boxer needs so-called legacy fights if he is to
be remembered as one of the all-time greats. After four successful
defenses of his IBF crown, Pacquiao began a series of fights with a
seemingly endless list of iconic Mexican boxers that has resulted in a
new nickname for the Filipino, “The Mexicutioner.”
In November 2003, Pacquiao moved up a level to featherweight to
take on Mexican legend Marco Antonio Barrera in Texas, widely considered to be the world’s best featherweight at the time.
The Mexican, however, proved no match for a sensational Pacquiao. After a constant barrage, Barrera’s corner threw in the towel
and stopped the fight in the eleventh round. Boxing’s governing bod-

March 2008:
Pacquiao fights to
dethrone Juan
Manuel Marquez of
Mexico during the
World Boxing Council
Superfeatherweight
Championship in
Nevada.
He celebrates victory
after a 12-round
match.
© AFP/Getty Images
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SPORTS IDOL
F

ew TV reality shows can claim to deliver a role model for their avid
viewers, but that is exactly the aim of Pinoy Sports Idols, a popular
series aired on the NBN 4 Channel and sponsored by the
Philippine Amusement and Gaming Corporation (PAGCOR).
The show follows young, underprivileged kids as they are given the
opportunity to showcase talent and discipline in their chosen sport.
Kids like Rico Domingo Jr., who was victorious in Season Two of the
show in 2006 and went on to beat 11 other contestants to the title of
“Ultimate Sports Idol” for his skill in the Korean martial art, Taekwondo.
Rico, just 16 when he won the title, was chosen by a panel of judges
who commended his moral and personal attitude, as well as his
sporting prowess. Their votes were pooled with viewers’ text
messages to decide the winner of the competition.
“He is a role model for our youth,” says Alex Enriquez, Mayor of Rico’s
home town of Bangabong in Oriental Mindoro, “not only in sports, but
also in many other aspects of community life.”
It was in Bangabong that Rico leaned his first Taekwondo moves from
his father, a former boxer with seven children who, all but one, practise
Taekwondo. To help support his family, Rico Jr. began working as a
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waiter at a local restaurant and is teaching classes of Taekwondo to
other children in the town. Rico’s sister, Mary Anne, is justifiably proud
of her brother’s achievements: “Taekwondo has helped him to build his
will. He is a symbol of strength despite the hardship of his life.”
PAGCOR Chairman and CEO, Efraim Genuino, sees significant value in
the show. “PAGCOR is honored to be part of the discovery of these
talented young athletes from the grassroots,” he said. “By giving them
the chance to shine in television programs like Pinoy Sports Idols,
we’re giving the viewers the opportunity to witness the humble
beginnings of our future sports champions.”
While the three finalists of Pinoy Sports Idols gain full college
scholarships to any university in the Philippines, as the winner of
Ultimate Sports Idol, Rico was also given the chance to compete in
the U.S. Open Taekwondo Championships in Florida, where he won a
bronze medal for his country.
Hugely popular in the Philippines, Taekwondo is one of the country’s
best hopes for a raft of medals at the 2012 Olympic Games in
London. Rico Domingo Jr. could yet take his place on the podium.
Watch this space.  Text: MARCO VENDITTI Photos: JESUS S. CASABAR

Bright Spirits
FROM FASHION TO
PUBLISHING AND ART
TO MUSIC, WE MEET
FIVE GIFTED
VISIONARIES WHO ARE
SHAPING THEIR FIELDS.
Text: ANNA SOBREPEÑA
Photos: RAYMUND ISAAC

ALFONSO C.
BOLIPATA
Alfonso C. Bolipata has earned a reputation
as a VIOLIN VIRTUOSO. His talent was
honed at New York’s Julliard School of Music
and he went on to garner accolades for his
performances on the stage both at home and
abroad. He has also made significant strides
in developing young talent and bringing
classical music to Philippine society’s
grassroots. Bolipata built Casa San Miguel in
Zambales and conducts intensive violin
classes for young musicians, among whom
are children of fisher folk who live in the
vicinity. The artist is also a committed
environmentalist, actively involved in
protecting and preserving nature.
Beyond music and the environment, Bolipata
has developed a theater group that stages
shadow plays. As well as being a creative
expression which entertains, it is also a
platform to educate on the rudiments of
music and musical instruments.
He has recently forayed into cinema with
independent film makers and stepped in
front of the camera for a movie about how
music transforms lives. Through this
medium, he hopes to reach a wider audience.
“I’m really excited, and hope that through it
we can get more kids all over the Philippines
to take an interest in music.”
His vision for the Philippines is job creation
for musical talent. He is working with
different sectors locally and abroad that will
allow classical musicians to make a living in
the country.
HIGH PROFILE / FALL 2008
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IMPY PILAPIL

SARI YAP

MULTIMEDIA ARTIST Impy Pilapil knew from the very beginning that
art was her life’s expression. “My career began on the day I was born,”
she says definitively. She went to school to learn the structures that
would enable her to communicate her ideas. There is an invisible
reality which she translates into paper, metal, stone and glass. Drawing
from a consciousness of the divine, she directs attention beyond the
physical world. More than 30 years since her first art show, Pilapil has
steered a course toward higher planes, always in sync with an internal
rhythm. She thinks that people neglect to be in touch with their inner
senses. Her body of works addresses a highly materialistic society and
invites them to pause and become aware of what is within them.
She interacts selectively, preferring to channel her energies to
beneficial creativity. Pilapil is deeply involved in helping ailing and
seriously ill children find healing through art. She envisions a place
away from the metropolis where they can experience the beautiful
world of nature and express this in different mediums.
Her own works evolve from an understanding of a kindness or
goodness that has touched her life. As a consequence, she creates to
make marble speak, paper whisper and glass breathe. She looks
forward to the day when an art piece will be independently effective
without the signature of the artist. “Some artists feel their success is
determined by how well their art sells,” she says. “But an artist is
always successful if his intentions are honest.”

Sari Yap was just six years old when she decided to enter the talent
contest she was watching on television. With her mother’s blessings
and a nanny in tow, she went to the studio and bested all the aspirants
to become the newest child sensation. That determined streak has
since brought her to the forefront of the country’s publishing industry.
Sixteen years ago, she established a company that printed the first
fashion glossy in the Philippines. The company now produces
14 mainstream magazines which are distributed nationwide.
PRESIDENT AND CEO OF MEGA GROUP, Yap’s achievements have
established her as a pioneer in the publishing business. “All the titles
are home-grown and showcase Filipino talent as well as Filipino
values,” she says. “There was no glossy magazine industry in the
Philippines when I became obsessed with creating a fashion
publication in 1985. It all began when I was a 24-year-old graduate
student living in Spain,” she says. She was called “the magazine
queen” at university, where she delivered her thesis on
Entrepreneurship in the Mass Media. It was a moniker that she earned
from perennially cutting pages from a Spanish fashion magazine to
make a mock up of her dream.
There were many challenges before her first issue became a reality,
but since then the company has grown into a stable enterprise
producing monthly editions on luxury living, condominium dwelling,
home life, architecture, food, young professionals, teens and show
business. Always forward-looking, Yap envisions a magazine for every
Filipino published by the company she built.
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RAYMUND ISAAC

PATRICE RAMOS DIAZ
Patrice Ramos Diaz’s serenity belies the fire in her belly. This FASHION
DESIGNER’s continuous evolution is chronicled by her design executions.
While maintaining the signature feminine form, she has experimented
with different materials and has recently presented a much-lauded
collection using a blend of abaca and cotton. Ten years in the business,
she has won a national competition, made the cover of a widely circulated
Sunday magazine, and was elected president of the Fashion Design
Council of the Philippines, which she declined, opting instead for a less
demanding position in consideration of her three young children.
Known to push herself to full capacity, she prefers working in the
backroom where her mind is stimulated by materials sourced from
different suppliers. Someday, she hopes to learn how to weave using a
handloom. One of her dreams is to have a local textile industry which will
enable Philippine designers to be globally competitive. The other, related,
is to have designers use more local weaves.

Long before a pregnant and nude Demi Moore appeared on the cover
of Vanity Fair, Raymund Isaac had already gone that route, and more.
Twenty years in the business, Isaac has been dubbed the HIGH
PRIEST OF FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY. Colleagues in the industry
have referred to him as the country’s premier photographer,
acknowledging a body of works that has captured personalities such
as business leaders Manuel Pangilinan and Teresita Sy Coson, with
whom he is on first-name terms.
Isaac’s photographs have been picked up by international
publications such as Quo in Spain. He claimed top spot at a New York
competition, the American Photo Magazine, for an entry someone else
sent in. Yet he is dissatisfied with his pictures.
“I’m cruel to myself,” he says candidly. “I am my worst critic. You
cannot rest on your laurels. Awards or citations only last five minutes.
And it doesn’t mean that there will be more work. I attribute this
success to my imperfection. When you’ve achieved something that’s
not according to your standards, you try to outdo yourself. So once
you accept that you’re not perfect, you tend to do more than people
expect you to do.”
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SITTI NAVARRO HAS
BEEN A BEAUTY
QUEEN, A TELEVISION
PRESENTER, AND IS ON
HER WAY TO STARDOM
THROUGH A
SOOTHING VOICE
THAT IS GIVING NEW
MEANING TO BOSSA
NOVA. AND ALL THAT
WITHOUT LOSING A
STRONG SENSE OF
SELF AND A GREAT
CURIOSITY ABOUT LIFE.
Text: MARCO VENDITTI

Simply

SITTI
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How is piracy affecting music sales in the Philippines?
Café Bossa sold 60,000 units and achieved double-platinum status. The
following albums My Bossa Nova and Sitti in the Mix, both sold 50,000
units. Under the circumstances, that is already an achievement.

Bossa Nova can be translated as “new trend”, but to do something with bossa in Brazil also means to do it with charm and
flair. Are these qualities that translate into your music?
There is something in the rhythm of Bossa Nova that makes me
happy. I used to sing pop music before recording my first album, Café
Bossa, but I felt that I was trapped in a box as I couldn’t twist a certain note or interpret a rhythm the way I wanted. With Bossa you can
do all of that, you can play along with the melody and that gives me a
sense of freedom.

You have hosted several reality shows in the Philippines, like
Pinoy Big Brother. Have you ever thought of being something
other than a singer?
There is a side of me that likes the glamour of entertainment, but I
never questioned music as an artistic platform. It’s almost like having
two personalities, Sitti and Katrina: the first enjoys the show, the
second wants to be true to herself.

Have you ever been to Brazil?
No, and I am ashamed of it. I am sure I would love it.

Who is talking to me today?
Katrina.

Who is your favorite Bossa Nova singer?
Astrud Gilberto. It was she who made The Girl from Ipanema popular
and her voice carried the essence of Samba outside Brazil, even
though her husband João Gilberto and Antonio Carlos Jobim were the
real pioneers. Stan Getz is also an inspiration.

What’s next in the pipeline?
I am recording a new album which will be launched by Christmas this
year. I can’t tell you the title as it’s still a work in progress, but it will
feature original songs and a mix of genres including Bossa Nova, as
well as swing, standard ballads and big band.
One of the reasons for recording this album is to show the variety of
my repertoire, as there are times when I also feel boxed by performing
only Bossa Nova. Of course I will not turn my back on the genre
entirely, but I want to venture more into Latin music for instance. To a
certain extent, Gloria Estefan and Laura Figy are examples I would like
to follow in the future. 춧

© Jesus S. Casabar

˝i

t’s about the sentimental journey of a
woman who is looking for love and
spiritual life,” says Sitti. Our rendezvous
is at an Italian restaurant in Greenbelt, a fashionable
shopping center in Manila’s Makati district, and Sitti,
accompanied by her mother, has just walked in with a
copy of Eat, Pray and Love, the best-selling book by
Elizabeth Gilbert.
“I loved the fact that she finds balance at the end
of the story,” Sitti continues, confessing that she
wants to learn how to meditate before the end of the
year. “It’s my goal for 2008,” she says.
Just 23, Sitti Katrina Navarro appears mature for
her age and her refined and composed approach
seems the opposite of how a pop star should act or
think. “My favorite pastime is to have meals with my
family and tea with my boyfriend,” she says.
A strong will and a clear sense of purpose, though,
have allowed her to carve a dazzling career in the
Philippines. A beauty queen at 16, she co-hosted
Pinoy Big Brother Season 2 and won Philippines’ MTV
Supahstar: D’ Supah Search in 2004. Her big break
came two years later when she recorded her first
best-selling album, Café Bossa, an 18-track
compilation featuring all-time hits like One Note
Samba by Astrud Gilberto and The Girl from Ipanema
by Vinícius de Moraes and Antonio Carlos Jobim.
Through Bossa Nova, Sitti seems to have found the
way to convey a rich inner life that few people have
access to, unless they hear her singing. “She has
been singing since she was three years old,” says her
mother, “but only when there were people around.”
Sitti inevitably blushes at this remark, perhaps feeling
herself exposed.
Bossa Nova officially turns 50 this year, and
although the movement – which was born in Rio de
Janeiro – lasted only six years (1958-63), its ripple
effect is still felt today. In this interview, Sitti talks
about her personal relationship with Bossa Nova,
as well as her future as a singer “outside the box.”

Why did you choose Bossa Nova?
It may sound like a cliché, but it is actually the other way around. It is
Bossa Nova that chose me, in the sense that it suits my voice best,
compared to standard jazz for instance.

˝

THERE IS A SIDE OF ME THAT
LIKES THE GLAMOUR OF
ENTERTAINMENT, BUT I NEVER
QUESTIONED MUSIC AS AN
ARTISTIC PLATFORM. IT'S ALMOST
LIKE HAVING TWO
PERSONALITIES, SITTI AND
KATRINA: THE FIRST ENJOYS THE
SHOW, THE SECOND WANTS
TO BE TRUE TO HERSELF.

Filipinos seem to have responded well to Bossa Nova.
The timing was right when we released the first album. Rock music
was the popular thing at that time and Café Bossa was a break from
all that noise, something cool and soothing for a change. At the
beginning we thought it would appeal only to a mature audience, but
we were wrong as even teenagers started to follow this “new” genre.
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CHEF QUIMSON
M A G I C A L F L AV O R S

Text: ANNA SOBREPREÑA Portrait: RAYMUND ISAAC

F

ood enthusiasts have followed Ed Quimson’s journey from his days
at the lounge of the Makati Stock Exchange through his different
restaurant ventures. The day he first served sinigang na tinapang bangus, the burly chef established himself as one of the most interesting
gourmands shaping Philippine cuisine. He took tinapa, smoked, salty
milkfish, out of the usual context of fried foods and made it the main
ingredient in this sinigang, a sour soup flavored with tamarind. It took
imagination and courage to combine these two dishes, enshrined as
standard Filipino favorites. The combination challenged the palate to
discover new possibilities, no matter how revered its components on
the family table.

G

rowing up among food connoisseurs contributed to his predisposition to the kitchen. He is a fourth-generation Tuason, a Philippine
family whose women have made milestone contributions to the food and
restaurant industry. One had set up a Cooking Cuisine program at the
Philippine Women’s University when it was a leading institution for
higher learning. Another led the baking at the commissary of the U.S.
Army. Two had established landmark restaurants, patronized by discriminating diners. His own early recollections were the sizzles of his
grandmother’s hot skillets and her boiling cauldrons of soups and stews.

H

e spent some of his childhood with his grandmother in Madrid and
picked up an Iberian influence in the preparations of his meals.
The diversity of Spanish cuisine is matched by the variety of local Philippine fare, given the many regions in the country. Quimson has waded
into the different territories, sampled the specialties of several
provinces, and plunged happily into a sea of sauces and spices to create
and recreate something different, with a touch of the familiar. Filipino
heritage, with influences from Spain, America and China, comes together in dishes that reflect the cultural melting pot in the country.

Q

uimson delivers a gustatory sampling of Philippine history and
regional diversity. He prepares a steaming bowl of glass noodles,
swimming with chunks of ham, chicken and pork and calls it sotanghon con caldo. The Spanish-sounding name has a Chinese staple for
its primary ingredient that is served in many Filipino homes. One
starter he made used bagnet, a crispy deep-fried pork particular to the
province of Ilocos. The meat was diced into crunchy cubes and tossed
in a combination of greens, peppers and vinegar for a version of the
salad which came to the country from the American diet.

W

hile he innovates, he also upholds time-honored tradition,
enhancing recipes with prime ingredients and the technique
of slow cooking, which is being rediscovered today by health advo-
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cates. His lengua con alcaparras took ox tongue, marinated it for several days and cooked it slowly in the flavors of aged tomato sauce. He
had slow-boiled the tomatoes for hours in much the same way his
grandmother had done and allowed the meat to luxuriate in this stewy
bath. The result was an amazing tenderness in the mouth as the meat
melted in a mélange of fine flavors.

L

istening to Chef Ed talk about food is an education not just in gustatory pursuit. He takes his listeners into a world where home cooking
was not a push-button affair, but a laborious ritual full of pleasures, both
for the one who lovingly prepared the food and those who partook of it
heartily. He grew up watching meals being made from scratch, no
instant, chemically produced packs of powdered or dehydrated substances to produce the flavors magically. He imbibed not just a passion
for food, but the spirit in which it was prepared, one that was generous,
creative and intuitive. These are the main ingredients that have made
Quimson’s food an experience of the best in life and living. 춧

PAELLA TINOLA
Ingredients:
1/4 cup cooking oil
1.3 kilos whole chicken cut into 8 pc.
300 grams green papaya cut into large dice
300 grams carrots cut into medium dice
300 grams sliced white onions
300 grams sliced ginger
3 cups rice
5 cups chicken stock
1 teaspoon ground black pepper
2 tablespoons rock salt
2 tablespoons patis
Cooking:
In a paellera, sauté the sliced onions and
ginger the oil for 5 to 10 minutes. Add rock
salt, pepper and patis; let the onions
caramelize. Add the chicken and cook untill
lightly brown. Add the remaining
ingredients and bring to a boil. Cover with
foil and bake in a 400-degree preheated
oven for approximately 45 minutes.

SMOOTH
DELIGHT

Despite near-perfect growing conditions and a mild flavor that is increasingly en
vogue, Philippine cigars have yet to capture the market, or the cachet, of their
Cuban counterparts. Tina Arceo-Dumlao suspects the smoke is lifting on a
hidden gem.
Photos taken at Tabaqueria de Filipinas by JESUS S. CASABAR

a

ccording to an old Turkish proverb, Allah made tobacco
grow to put a smile on the faces of men. Renowned racing
driver and entrepreneur, George Ramirez, could not agree
more. The 46-year-old, who smoked his first cigar to celebrate New
Year’s Day in 1988, said there is nothing like a fine, exquisitely crafted
cigar to accompany some enchanted evening. “When the mood is just
right, when I am relaxed, having a few drinks or watching a polo game, I
light up a cigar,” said Ramirez. “It just feels right.”
That feeling of complete contentment allows people to become
truly fanatical about their cigars. Writer Rudyard Kipling, for instance,
was once asked by his wife to choose between her and his cigar. He
chose the cigar.
Kipling is not alone in his blind devotion, and although Filipinos
would not readily trade their wives for a cigar, many would at least go
to the extent of paying 2,500 pesos for a Montecristo cigar from Cuba
or about 200 pesos for a local Don Juan Urquijo from La Flor de
Isabela, just to get a natural high from puffing on carefully chosen
and rolled tobacco leaves.
Filipinos have the Spanish colonizers to thank for bringing the culture of cigar smoking and the profitable industry of tobacco growing to
the Philippines. Specifically, a group of intrepid Augustinian friars who
brought in the first tobacco seeds in the late 16th century from the
Americas where they saw Indians taking great pleasure in lighting up
dried tobacco leaves.
But those South American Indians surely did not envision that the
rolled tobacco leaves they had long smoked or chewed would one day
spawn such a loyal following across the globe, including the Philippines
where tobacco is the most cultivated non-food crop, accounting for some
20% of tax revenues.
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The story of the cigar starts with the tobacco leaves, most
of which come from the Ilocos and Cagayan Valley regions
— where the Spanish colonizers found the climate and land
perfect for tobacco production.
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The Philippine tobacco industry, however, is marred by that dark
period in history from 1782 to 1882 when Filipino farmers — especially
in the Ilocos region and Cagayan Valley where the temperature and
topography are perfect for nurturing tobacco — were forced to plant the
crop and sell the leaves only to the Spanish government.
During the early years, the farmers were treated fairly and got a
good price for their produce, but the Spaniards eventually imposed
their will and forced the farmers, using threats of violence, to meet a
production quota.
But in the end, the restive Filipinos became too much for the
Spaniards and the tobacco monopoly was lifted in 1882. Today, a beautiful red-brick monument stands in the center of Ilocandia’s capital, Laoag
City, as a reminder of how Spain’s King Alfonso XII brought the hated
monopoly to a close.
But while the monopoly inevitably ended, the cultivation of tobacco
for cigar production fortunately did not. This time, the farmers grew the
crop because they wanted to and so the tobacco industry, and the mysterious culture known only to cigar smokers, lived on and prospered. This
was largely through the efforts of companies such as La Flor de Isabela,
the largest cigar manufacturer in the Philippines, which has been in
operation since 1881, and Tabaqueria de Filipinas, which has been
exporting Philippine-made cigars made largely from tobacco grown in
Bauang, La Union, since 1993.
La Flor is owner of such famous cigar brands as Tabacalera, 1881,
Alhambra, and the top of the line Don Juan Urquijo, and exports half of
its annual production of about five million sticks to Europe where aficionados appreciate the mild or moderate taste of Philippine cigars.
Tabaqueria, on the other hand, exports as much as 70% of its
production to the U.S with the rest going mostly to the gift market in
the Philippines.

Alan Harrow, President of La Flor, said in an interview that there is
potential to further grow the export market, especially the U.S., because
of the growing preference among smokers for mild cigars with low nicotine levels, such as those from the Philippines. “Cigars from Cuba tend
to be on the strong side. And it is assumed that the stronger the taste,
the higher the nicotine level,” Harrow explained. “Those from the Philippines are classified as mild to moderate and with regulations on nicotine levels in other countries, this is good for us.”
For a good part of its history, La Flor relied on the traditional techniques to roll cigars handed down from the Spanish period. But to elevate
local produce to the level required by the discriminating export market,
La Flor brought in a cigar expert from Cuba in 1996 to teach the Filipinos
how to properly roll the tobacco leaves to produce a world-class cigar.

3

2

Workers put the finishing touches to a handmade cigar,
classified by aficionados as mild to moderate, as opposed to
strong for Cuban cigars.

Filipinos still carefully pick the tobacco leaves by hand. Only
those of the highest quality — those with no blemishes and of
the right proportions — end up in the country’s cigar factories.
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As well as a strong domestic following, Philippine cigars have found a
growing export market in Europe and the U.S. Local production, though,
has yet to match the recognition of cigars from Cuba.

BLOWING RINGS
Rafael Butch Francisco, PAGCOR's President and COO, and a self-confessed cigar
aficionado, talks to Marco Venditti about that smoking feeling, and celebrating the good life.

˝˝

WHEN I SMOKE
CIGARS I CELEBRATE
THE GOOD LIFE.

Making a cigar, after all, is not as simple as getting a few dried leaves
together, rolling them up to the desired length and thickness and trimming the ends. The process is much more complicated than that and to
the company that does justice to the cigar goes the market.
Tirso Ripoll, General Manager of Tabaqueria de Filipinas, shares the
sentiment. “You have three parts: the filler, the binder, and the wrapper.
The filler is inside, it spans the length of the cigar. The binder goes
around it, giving it the body and mold. The wrapper is the nicest leaf —
no holes, no marks. It is very fine and takes a lot of the flavor,” Ripoll
explains. “A lot of the flavor comes from the wrapper, but the trick is in
the blending really. To make a cigar, you have to wait at least 30 days
before you can smoke it and see how good it really is,” he adds.
There is also a lot to be said for the skill of the rollers. And it takes
years — even decades — before they acquire the experience they need to
produce world-class cigars. “[The rollers] get paid well. They are like the
rock stars of the company, and you have to take care of them. You have
to be happy when you roll for it translates into what you do,” Ripoll says.
“If you’re unhappy, the cigars won’t taste good.”
La Flor and Tabaqueria believe that they have been faithful to the
craft and science of making perfect cigars, and as a result, their cigars
pass tests of burn, draw and, of course, taste.
“If the cigar is poorly made, you may end up sucking very hard on
the cigar for it to burn. It may also happen that the cigar will not burn
evenly,” Harrow said. “But with La Flor cigars, the burn is even and the
puffing effort is just right. The taste is also mild enough for them to
become everyday cigars.”
It is the hope of La Flor, Tabaqueria and the other cigar manufacturers in the Philippines that the world will know just what kind of cigars
the Philippines produces, for they are very much like the Filipinos themselves — they do not come on too strong, are nice company, really great
once you get to know them and truly world class. 춧

Tell me about cigars, do you smoke
these days?
Cigars help me to relax at the end of the
day, nothing more. I’m just a casual
smoker.
Is there such a thing as a casual smoker?
I think that in other countries cigar
smoking can often be compulsive, here
in the Philippines it’s pretty casual — with
the exception maybe of some rural areas
where they grow tobacco.
Does smoking cigars signify status?
It doesn’t mean that when you smoke
cigars you automatically show your
status; that you want to show to the
world that you made it… When I smoke
cigars I celebrate the good life.
So do you smoke when you are alone,
or with other people?
Preferably with other people; even
though sometimes, if I’m listening to
good music for instance, I don’t mind
smoking by myself — it helps me to
unwind at the end of the day.
One of those days when you feel that you
have accomplished something
important?
Yes. You don’t smoke a cigar because
you’re stressed.
Not like cigarettes?
Cigarettes stress me out. They are too
short. Besides you have to inhale the
smoke, while with cigars you just keep it
in your mouth — a bit more healthy I
guess… (laughs) You wouldn’t bring a
cigar or a water pipe to a meeting, or a
conference, but if you smoke a cigar
after a meal with your friend or while you
are watching your favorite game on TV,
it’s a completely different experience.
And make sure you pair it with something
warm to drink.
Like red wine?
Make it brandy or cognac…
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THE
SOUL
OF
THE
FIESTA
A REVELRY OF MUSIC,
COLOR, COSTUMES AND FOOD,
THE PHILIPPINE FIESTA
IS A CELEBRATION OF THE
ARCHIPELAGO’S UNIQUE CULTURE.
Text: JOSE VICTOR Z. TORRES

When one hears the word “fiesta” one conjures up
images of revelry, parades, pageants, and carnival. But
when the Filipinos say fiesta, seasoned visitors to the
Philippines anticipate more than the usual merriment
of a special day.
Our fiestas are windows into the vivid and colorful
souls of the Filipinos. Life in a Filipino community is not
complete without a celebration — a festival of color,
music, and noise. They commemorate an event — a bountiful harvest, a special holiday, a bid for blessings from a
higher being — or honor a religious icon. The Philippines
may be the only country in the world that has a fiesta
marked on every month of the calendar.
New Year celebrations mark January first and lengthy
Christmas pageants light up December. Every month in
between is reason for pomp and ceremony somewhere in
this archipelago of seven thousand islands. Each fiesta is
unique and participated in by barrio or townspeople, city
folk and tourists. Like celebrations around the world, it is
a moment to be shared by all.
Contrary to popular belief, the Filipino way of fiesta
is not a colonial influence. In fact, the Spanish friar missionaries recorded many native celebrations that lasted
for days and involved drinking and eating heartily among
the villagers of their missions. And what was unique
about the natives, the friars noted, was that in spite of
their indulgence they were able to work the next day.
The earliest recorded Philippine fiesta was the banquet laid out by Cebu Raja Kolambu for Ferdinand Magellan, the Portuguese explorer sailing under the Spanish
flag. It was, as his chronicler Antonio Pigafetta wrote, a
laden table of rice, broiled fish, meats, spices, and liquor.
Pigafetta chronicled the blood compact ritual between
the native king and his captain, but it is presumed that
all around them the Cebuanos were already in the midst
of heavy drinking and eating.
“In spite of all the missionaries’ efforts, many preHispanic practices and beliefs continued to prevail,”
wrote Filipino historian and cultural writer Regalado
Trota José in his 1991 book Simbahan. “Some local customs found their way into the celebration of fiestas, with
such deeply ingrained traditions as reverence for the
dead, thanksgiving for the harvest, fear of evil spirits
and, possibly, fertility rites reinterpreted in the Christian
light. They continue to this day to color the particular
brand of Filipino Christianity.” The fiesta is, therefore,
uniquely Filipino, blended with drops of colonial religion,
and not the other way around.
The fiesta is a montage of what the Filipinos are in
times of celebration. It is a people in festive spirit dressed
in their best or in the traditional costumes of their festivals — the soot-black faces of the dancers of the Ati-Atihan in Aklan, the similarly costumed revelers of Iloilo’s
Dinagyang, or the carousers of Pandacan in Manila with
their buling-buling, or the dancers’ formal dresses (the
local baro’t saya) in the fertility rites of Obando, Bulacan.
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“Everlasting Queen” by Edwin
Loyola. Women at the Panagbenga
or Flower Festival.
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ABOVE: The women of the
Pagsalabuk Festival. It is
celebrated on the southern island
of Mindanao and showcases the
influences of the Muslims,
natives and other settlers of the
province. It is the spirit of
“gathering” which has made the
celebration a success.
LEFT: Panagbenga means “season
of blossoming” and is the flower
festival of Baguio, a highland
retreat in Northern Luzon.

OVERLEAF:
At Cebu's Sinulog Festival,
participants reenact the
conversion from Paganism to
Christianity. Here the Santo Niño
is descending from heaven, the
people kneel down to give thanks
and show their devotion, and
they shout "Viva Santo Niño!"

© George Tapan

The fiesta is a montage of what the Filipinos are in times of
celebration. It is a people in festive spirit dressed in their best
or in the traditional costumes of their festivals, such as the
soot-black faces of the dancers of the Ati-Atihan in Aklan.
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LEFT:

Still at Sinulog, a plague has spread
across the town and one by one the people
are dying (TOP); The Santo Niño comes to
save their lives and bring joy (BOTTOM).
RIGHT: In Peñafrancia revelers hold candles
as they watch the passage of decorated
boats down the river.

© George Tapan

It means food — a spread of special cuisine to whet the appetite. A
fiesta is incomplete without the lechon (roasted pig) as the banquet table
centerpiece with the pots and dishes of other grilled and saucy specialties. Sometimes there are dishes cooked solely for that occasion, like the
pancit habhab (noodles on a banana leaf “plate”) that is lifted to the
mouth and promptly eaten without the use of hands during the pahiyas
in the Southern Luzon province of Quezon, or the puto bumbong (rice
flour steamed in bamboo tubes) that are cooked right in front of you during early morning Masses in the Christmas season. Add to these foodstuffs the bottles and jugs of sodas, native liquor, or hot drinks of tea
and coffee, and let the merriment begin.
It means decorations — from the bunting lining streets and houses
to the carved décors of the festive table. Street bunting is the sign of a
fiesta in preparation. Sometimes these street decorations are hung
days, even weeks ahead, to herald the coming festivities. But there are
also other unique designs and materials used for decoration. In the
same pahiyas festival of Quezon Province, the kiping (hanging leafshaped decors made from rice flour and water batter) are fried and
eaten as a post-fiesta treat.
It is movement and music and color — dances and gyrations either
in patterned steps or wildly performed to the accompaniment of drums
and other loudly thumped, blaring instruments and noisemakers.
It is the street parades, the house celebrations, the local government-sponsored activities that are planned ahead and maintained as
long as the fiesta goes on.
One example is the Pagsalabuk Festival celebrated in Dipolog, the
capital of Zamboanga del Norte on the southern Philippine island of
Mindanao. This fiesta is celebrated from the third week of May to the
first of July. The word pagsalabuk is a Subanon word that means “gathering.” The Subanons (a native term meaning river people) are the
indigenous people of that region. The festival is a showcase of their culture, merging the influences of Muslims, natives, and other settlers to
the Zamboanga peninsula. It is a much-publicized revelry in Dipolog
during the summer, with games and street dancing.
The festival, however, is not a traditional celebration brought down
through the centuries, it is only a decade old. The early festivities (it was
not yet called Pagsalabuk) were mostly modern dance contests. Then
someone thought of putting together a festival complete with activities.
The proposal gained momentum and soon the Pagsalabuk was born. It
has become a significant tourist attraction for the province. In the end, it
is this spirit of “gathering” that makes the festivity a success.
Fiestas also mean solemnity. It is done in honor of a patron saint or
a guiding divine figure. It is a symbol of thanksgiving, of petition, or a

simple way of showing religious joy. It begins with novenas [prayers said
in honor of saints] and ends with a parade or procession. In spite of the
wild revelries of the fiesta, the worship of the image remains the same.
Take, for example, the devotion to the Santo Niño or the Holy
Child of Jesus, one of the oldest religious images in the Philippines.
The Child Jesus is a popularly venerated image. This statue of young
boy dressed in red regal robes, complete with crown, scepter and
orb, can be found placed on a specially made altar in the homes of a
majority of Filipino Catholics. It is also an icon of luck and blessing
for many devotees.
But worship of the Santo Niño in the Visayas has a more grandiose
meaning. He is honored in three fiestas occurring weeks from each other
in January and held in different provinces: the Ati-Atihan in Kalibo,
Aklan; the Dinagyang in Iloilo; and the Sinulog in Cebu. And these celebrations are not complete without an orgy of loud music, wild dancing,
gaudy costumes, and much eating and drinking.
Cebu has the honor of possessing the famous, original Santo Niño.
The statue was presented by Ferdinand Magellan to Queen Juana of
Cebu in 1521 and was worshipped even after Magellan’s death at the
hands of the Cebuanos. (Popular historian and columnist Ambeth
Ocampo once jokingly commented that the Cebuanos killed the Philippines’ first tourist.)
The statue was later found by a soldier of the Legazpi expedition
that arrived in Cebu in 1565. The Santo Niño was placed under the
care of the Augustinian fathers who still lead devotions to it today. The
image is housed in Cebu Cathedral, now known as the Basilica Minore
del Santo Niño.
The Sinulog is a dance ritual that traces its origins to a pagan rite.
When the Santo Niño was brought to the pre-colonial community, the
natives shifted their homage to the holy image. The Cebuano word sulog
referred to the current of the Pahina River in Southern Cebu which the
dance steps imitated. The three-step dance (two steps forward, one step
back) was done to the rhythm of wildly beaten drums.
At first, only a few Cebuanos, mostly devotees, danced the Sinulog.
Soon it became a popular festival in the province. To make it different
from the Aklan Ati-Atihan, the parade wasn’t celebrated as a big party.
It was made into a large storybook pageant that told the tale of the sinulog dance as part of Cebu’s history and culture.
The fiesta is the Filipino way of celebrating — a revelry of music,
color, costume, food, and movement with a dash of religion thrown in. A
visitor to the country couldn’t miss it for a province has one every day of
the year. The fiesta is uniquely Filipino — the celebrating soul of its history and culture. It is an unforgettable experience. 춧
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The Chocolate Hills of Bohol, an awe-inspiring terrain of rounded hills that
look like hundreds of giant chocolate domes, are among the most spectacular
natural sights on earth, according to those lucky enough to have seen them.
And now that opinion is official: the Chocolate Hills have been nominated as
one of the New Seven Wonders of Nature.

Whether they were formed by ancient undersea movements, as geologists believe, or by the teardrops of a love-struck
giant, as legend prefers, the hills are flat-out magnificent. The conical mounds — some 1,200 of them, ranging from 40
to 120 meters tall, spread across 50 square kilometers — are at their best in spring and summer, when they gradually
change color from dazzling mint green to tasty chocolate brown. Two of the tallest hills have viewing balconies, where
the exclamations of tourists leave no doubt as to the uniqueness and beauty of this one-of-a-kind landscape.
The Chocolate Hills have some serious competition in the ‘New Seven Wonders’ contest, including the Grand Canyon in
Nevada, Mount Everest on the Nepal-China border, and Halong Bay in Vietnam. As of August 1, the Chocolate Hills were
in 6th place, but stay tuned: voting ends on Dec. 31.

Text: BRENT HANNON Photo: GEORGE TAPAN
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Cebu is at the
heart of
Philippine
history. Today,
regal Spanish
forts, white
sandy beaches,
and vibrant
local fiestas lure
millions to the
Philippines’
friendliest
island.

hen Portuguese explorer Ferdinand Magellan landed
in Cebu on April 7, 1521, he became the first European to discover the Philippines. Now, nearly five
centuries later, tourists are rediscovering the same charming island
that lured the explorer so long ago. Much of the appeal of modern Cebu
dates from Magellan’s visit: in his wake came Spanish forts, churches
and plazas, and eventually the flavors of long-ago Spain blended with
the native Filipino culture to create a destination unique in Asia.
Cebu is an inviting place, a small city on a sheltered island in the
Visayan seas, a piece of living history ringed by beaches and surrounded by coral reefs, golf courses and nature reserves. It shares many
delights in common with the rest of the Philippines, such as fiestas,
old forts, fine local food, and white-sand beaches. But in Cebu, the
tourist sites are wrapped up and presented in a bite-sized, user-friendly package. Visitors can take in some history in the morning, hit the
beach for the afternoon, and end up at a Filipino fusion restaurant for
happy hour. Cebu is the oldest city in the country, but it never grew
too big and retains its relaxed, genteel pace.
“We have all these historical sites — Fort San Pedro, Magellan’s
Cross, Santo Niño Basilica, and Colon street — but the resorts are quite
near to the city, which means that even if you are staying in a hotel in
the city, you can go to the beach anytime,” says Redempto Gonzalez,
administrative officer in the Cebu office of the Department of Tourism.
“Everything that Manila has, Cebu already has, but Cebu is a small city
and you can walk around on a city tour, and that is a big advantage.”
For an on-foot exploration, Colon Street presents the best cluster of
historical sites in the city. This was the first street ever built in the Philippines, one of a string of firsts for Cebu; it also has the country’s first fort,
first school, and first church. That church, the Basilica Minore del Santo
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Rediscovering
Cebu
Happiness is the beach at
Santa Fé. RIGHT: The cross
planted by explorer Ferdinand
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LEFT:

Magellan remains the most
visible symbol of Cebu City.
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unspoiled nature is one of the
attractions of Cebu; the island

© Matthew Naythons/Getty Images

As elsewhere in the Philippines,

is renowned for guitar making;
the waters around the province
offer excellent diving.

© Raneil Antonio Ibay
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Niño, anchors any walking tour of Cebu. Built on the site of an older
church, Santo Niño was finished in 1739, and the venerable structure
wears its history well. The ancient stone blocks fit tightly together, and
the thunderous bronze bells — seven of them — date from 1750, and their
peals still ring out across town, an audible homage to centuries past.
It’s a short walk from Santo Niño to Magellan’s cross, a fascinating
relic that contains parts of the original cross planted by the explorer on
April 14, 1521. Magellan began converting the islanders to Christianity a
week after arriving — 800 were converted, according to accounts, on witnessing a miracle — and this cross, housed in an iconic kiosk since 1834,
was planted as a gentle reminder. The people of Cebu have taken Magellan’s cross to heart, and it remains the most visible symbol of the city.
The cross fronts the broad City Hall Plaza, a relaxing area filled
with souvenir vendors and small shops, and from here it’s an easy
stroll down to the port. This is where Magellan made his historic landing, and this deepwater harbor is still a major shipping and commercial center. It is a lively swirl of local color, with a wet market, a
bustling port, and a collection of shops and restaurants.
A brief taxi ride from the port is Fort San Pedro, a triangular structure with two sides facing the sea. Even by Cebu standards, this old fort
has a curious history: it was built in 1565 (though completed a century
and a half later) to repel invaders, but it later became an arms store, a
zoo, and a prison camp during the Japanese occupation before the city
claimed it back and began a careful renovation. In 1968, Fort San Pedro
was restored, block by block, using the same coral stones as the original,
many of them taken straight from the sea. The old fort affords sweeping
views of the surrounding seas, its 10-meter towers and thick, high walls
now offer restful vistas rather than war-like cannon fire, and the surrounding tropical gardens are a fine place to soak up Cebu history.
History aside, Cebu has an arsenal of other visitor-friendly charms.
One of these is the desirable Banilad neighborhood, an upscale area
sprinkled with five-star hotels — one with a popular casino — and dotted with fine fusion restaurants, some with modern Filipino cuisine.
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The key street here is New Cross Road, a pleasant avenue with fun
local shopping and a cluster of avant-garde restaurants.
Cebu also offers a year-round calendar of fiestas, many with historical roots. The most famous of these is Sinulog, an enchanting nine-day
festival in January that climaxes with a grand parade of party-goers from
different barangays (neighborhoods), parishes, and schools, who join
together in a swirl of vibrant colors, costumes and performances that
ends up in a city-center stadium.
Another famous fiesta — also with historical roots — is the weeklong Battle of Mactan, a revival of the famous 1521 skirmish where
local chieftain Lapu Lapu killed Magellan. Every April 27, the fatal battle is re-enacted on Mactan, culminating — this is the Philippines,
after all — in a lively gathering spiced up by local delicacies and punctuated with partying and live music.
The same sandy shores where Magellan met his fate are now
Cebu’s favorite tropical retreat, and modern Mactan is ringed by whitesand resorts and dotted with golf courses. But nature-loving tourists
need not stop in Mactan, as many other islands lie nearby, each with
its own charm. Olango Island, for example, is for bird lovers, and each
winter migratory wading birds stop there to rest and feed in the warm
Visayan sun. In the northwest of Cebu province, Bantayan Island combines some of the world’s finest beaches with rock cliffs and centuriesold churches and forts. And three hours from Cebu City is Malapascua
Island, a perfect combination of modern comfort and unspoiled beaches. “Malapascua is like the new Boracay,” says Aliaa Zayed, a longtime resident of Cebu.
Like Boracay, Malapascua has a sparkling stretch of white sand
beach, with beachcombing and swimming on one side of the island, and
wind-surfing and water sports on the other. The surrounding waters are
ripe for scuba diving, and the Visayan islands are famous for sightings of
thresher sharks and hammerheads. Malapascua, like Mactan, is best
reached via Cebu, the most tourist-friendly city in the Philippines, where
the country’s modern history began some five centuries ago. 춧

CELLULOID
ISLANDS
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elicopters appear in the sky, mechanized messengers of
doom, bringing their own soundtrack: Wagner’s Ride of the
Valkyries. Fire rains down, obliterating an entire village.
Captain Kilgore lands on the beach and surveys the devastation. He’s
not done yet. A line of trees is left standing near the shore, and
they’re obscuring the view. He orders them removed. Soon the trees
are ablaze. Kilgore summons his surfboard and declares, “I love the
smell of napalm in the morning.”
The Australian journalist and his photographer-guide, the dwarf
Billy Kwan, watch as a holy man recites prayers over a dead infant.
Around them in the destitute village, the locals eke out a meager living
under the watchful eye of a brutal regime.
A young American woman clutches the bars of her cell, protesting
her innocence; her carefree vacation in a tropical paradise has just
become a prolonged sojourn in hell.
In each of these films location is arguably the biggest star, for how
could Apocalypse Now (1979) exist without Vietnam, The Year of Living
Dangerously (1982) without Indonesia, or Brokedown Palace (1999) without Thailand’s famed resorts and infamous prisons? Ironically, none of
these movies were actually filmed in their purported locations. For realism, they were shot in the Philippines.

The Philippines as an actor in
international cinema
Text: JESSICA ZAFRA

The filming of Apocalypse Now is considered one of the most troubled, chaotic, insane undertakings in the history of cinema. The director,
Francis Ford Coppola, relishing his demi-God status in Hollywood following the success of The Godfather I and II, came to the Philippines to
shoot his version of Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness. In the process
he encountered his own heart of darkness. The film follows an American officer who is dispatched to Vietnam to find Colonel Kurtz, who has
gone mad and proclaimed himself lord of a settlement down river. If
there was a real-life Kurtz in the making of the movie, it was not the
eccentric Marlon Brando, who was playing the colonel. True, Brando
had arrived on set overweight, unprepared, and bald, but he was not the
major whacko in the scenario. It was Coppola himself, reportedly drunk
on his own power, high on megalomania, and sometimes just high.
The shoot was plagued by squabbles, tantrums, and natural disasters – at one point, a typhoon destroyed the set. It well exceeded both its
budget and its schedule. Lead actor Martin Sheen had a heart attack and
various cast members threatened nervous breakdowns. The crew
wreaked havoc in the towns in Laguna, Quezon, and Aurora where principal photography took place. Rumors of excess and eccentricity on set
regularly reached the general public: Coppola reportedly paid people
thousands of dollars to let their children run across the bridge while it
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THE PHILIPPINES HAS STOOD IN
FOR OTHER COUNTRIES ON MANY
CINEMATIC OCCASIONS, BUT HAS
SELDOM PLAYED ITSELF. IT APPEARS
THAT THERE IS NO CLEAR IMAGE
OF THE ARCHIPELAGO IN THE
MOVIE-GOING PUBLIC’S MIND.

Several defining Vietnam War films were shot in the Philippines, as the
backdrop matches the U.S. public’s mental image of Vietnam at war.
Filipino actors stood in for Vietnamese fighters.
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was attacked with real bombs. True or not – and it seems hardly plausible – these stories fed the legend of Apocalypse Now. Hearts of Darkness,
a documentary and eyewitness account shot by Coppola’s wife, Eleanor,
brilliantly captures the madness of this cinematic adventure.
If you listen closely during the scene with the dead infant in The
Year of Living Dangerously, you will notice that the actor playing the
Muslim cleric is in fact reciting The Lord’s Prayer in Filipino. Neither
Mel Gibson, then a newly minted star following the success of Mad Max,
nor Linda Hunt, the American actress who would win an Oscar for playing a male dwarf, seemed to notice this glaring gaffe. The Year of Living
Dangerously was a critical success for the Australian director, Peter Weir,
whose subsequent films would include Witness and Master and Commander. Playing the female lead was another star in the making, Sigourney Weaver, before she blew away a colony of acid-spewing aliens.
Based on a novel by journalist C.J. Koch, The Year of Living Dangerously relives the last days of the Sukarno regime as seen by the foreign
media in Jakarta. Several Filipino actors appear as Indonesians: Bembol
Roco — star of one of the most important Filipino films, Maynila: Sa Mga
Kuko Ng Liwanag (Manila: In The Claws of Light) — played the journalist’s assistant; singer Kuh Ledesma played the journalist’s secretary;
academic and author Domingo Landicho played his driver; and an assortment of character actors played local politicians, goons, and flunkies.
The Filipino language is passed off as Bahasa Indonesia: at one point
Landicho begs for Gibson’s life in impassioned Filipino.
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The key sequences of Weir’s film had already been shot when the
production abruptly packed up and relocated to Australia. The explanation offered was that the Muslim community of Manila had protested
against the movie. The unofficial explanation, however, was that certain
personalities were not amused by the parallels between the Indonesian
dictator and local strongman, President Ferdinand Marcos. Whatever
the true reason, Weir’s movie was completed in Australia, and a few
years later, in 1986, Marcos was overthrown in a popular revolt.
The American actress Claire Danes became the least popular person in Manila following the publication of a magazine interview in which
she described the city as filthy, disgusting, smelly, and ridden with cockroaches. Danes had been in Manila to shoot Brokedown Palace, about
two young Americans who land in a Thai prison on drug charges. Fortunately for the actress, she had returned to the U.S. months earlier, before
the city council of Manila declared her persona non grata. In the city’s
defense, Brokedown Palace had been shot in the seamy, olfactory-challenged parts of Manila. The movie, by the way, was a flop.
In the wake of Apocalypse Now, many other Vietnam War movies
were shot in the Philippines, notably Oliver Stone’s Platoon and Born on
the Fourth of July. Apparently, the Philippines on celluloid matches the
American viewing public’s idea of Vietnam at war.
Ironically, there are a number of World War II movies which take
place in the Philippines, but were actually shot on Hollywood backlots.
The Philippines has stood in for other countries on many cinematic occasions, but has seldom played itself. It appears that there is no clear
image of the archipelago in the movie-going public’s mind. After 110
years of independence, the country is still seeking to define itself on the
screen. The tongue-in-cheek history of the Philippines – 300 years in
the convent, 50 years in Hollywood – neatly sums up the Philippines’
movie career so far. As a film location, it serves mostly as an extension
of the Hollywood backlot.
But there have been occasions when the Philippines has played
itself on screen, notably in the work of two wildly different Asian filmmakers, Wong Kar Wai (In the Mood for Love, 2046) and Takashi Miike
(Ichii the Killer, Audition). Wong Kar Wai shot part of his early film, Days
of Being Wild (1990), in Manila and in Villa Escudero in Quezon
province. The film’s protagonist, played by the late Leslie Cheung, comes
to the Philippines to seek out his birth mother, played by Filipino actress
Tita Muñoz, whose early rejection of him may explain his own relationships with women.
The Philippines seems to hold romantic associations for the Chinese
director: nearly all his movies contain some casual reference to the Philippines — a package that must be delivered to Manila, a Filipino-Chinese
boyfriend in someone’s past. In the soundtrack to In the Mood for Love,
Wong notes that his taste for American pop music was influenced by the
Filipino bands playing in Hong Kong during his youth.
The prolific Japanese filmmaker, Takashi Miike, portrays Manila as
a dangerous place in which one may lose his life or find himself, sometimes both. The Guys from Paradise (2000) is about Japanese gangsters
who find themselves fighting for survival in a Philippine prison. In
Takashi’s film, the location is as much a character as the human actors.
So, a land of romantic yearning, or of perilous self-discovery? After
years of Hollywood typecasting, the Philippines is gradually defining
itself in the cinematic imagination. 춧

Walking
the wall
Affording a window into the
Philippines’ Spanish past,
and glimpses of the Pasig River,
Manila's walled city of
Intramuros is ground zero
for heritage hunters.
Mary Anne Conde takes a walk
through history.
Photos: JESUS S. CASABAR
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f there is one place in Manila that perfectly talks of the
rich history of the Philippines, it would be the walled
city, Intramuros. Literally meaning “within the walls,”
Intramuros began as a thriving Malayan settlement and fort on the
southern banks of the Pasig River. It was later discovered by the
conquistadores, led by Miguel Lopez de Legazpi, who transformed it
into the heart of Spanish political, cultural, educational, and religious activity in the East.
Walls that stretch 4.5 kilometers enclose a pentagonal area of
some 64 hectares that housed residences, churches, palaces, schools,

and government buildings. It was here that the City of Manila was
born. Even after the Spanish occupation, it stood bravely against the
onslaught of American and Japanese forces. By the end of World War
II, the city was in shambles and had become a virtual wasteland.
But in April 1979, then-President Ferdinand Marcos passed Presidential Decree 1616, creating the Intramuros Administration to restore
the walled city to its former splendor and promote it as a major tourist
attraction. Today, most of the original adobe walls remain intact. For
any visitor wishing to learn more about the Philippines, this would be
a good place to start.
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Horse-drawn carriages, called
kalesas or carruaje, are a
pleasant way to visit the
walled city while chatting to
the coachman, who doubles
as a guide.
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Brass plates in the shape of
footprints mark the path that Dr.
Jose Rizal took on his way to
Luneta Park, where he was
executed.

The expression “if these walls could talk” has stayed on my mind
since I first entered this centuries-old bastion. If they could, I imagine
they would tell me stories like my grandmother would — grumble at
the changes wrought by time, weep at the memories of wars she has
lived through, and reminisce about romantic trysts under the cover of
the bougainvillea trees.
For intrepid travelers, the best way to explore Intramuros is on
foot. You can climb up to the battlements and traverse the entire
perimeter, punctuated by heading down to specific points of interest
like churches and museums. Another option would be to hire horsedrawn transport, called kalesas or carruaje [carriage]. The kutsero
[coachman] doubles as a tour guide and keeps up a cheerful chatter as
the kalesa jauntily makes its way along the road.
If you chose the first option, the ideal place to begin your tour is at
Fort Santiago, where the wise would procure a walking map from the
Intramuros Visitor’s Center (IVC).
Formidable Fort Santiago is one of Intramuros’ oldest fortifications. Strategically located at the tip of the delta near the entrance to
the Pasig River, it was named in honor of the Spanish patron, St. James
“Slayer of Moors.” The Fort served as a military headquarters during
the Spanish, British, American and Japanese occupations of Manila.
The first thing that will greet you upon entering the fort is the
Plaza Moriones, a well-maintained park with calming greenery and a
fountain. To the left is the former Baluartillo [small bastion] de San
Francisco Javier, which now houses the office of the IVC and souvenir
shops. Further down is the most easily recognizable landmark in the
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The belfry and dome of
the Manila Cathedral.

“Fu” dogs or Chinese guardian lions
stand in front of the San Agustin Church
in Intramuros. These creatures are
believed to have powerful protective
powers and are usually found at places
of great importance.

area, the Main Gate. However, the most important attraction is located
within — a shrine to the national hero, Dr. Jose Rizal.
A man before his time, Rizal was instrumental in the Philippine
uprising against Spain. But unlike his hot-blooded contemporaries, his
weapon of choice was the pen rather than the sword.
The shrine is housed in the old, brick barracks where Rizal was
imprisoned prior to his execution in 1869. Inside is a museum displaying pieces of clothing, paintings, volumes of Rizal’s greatest works —
Noli Me Tangere and El Filibusterismo — and even a bone fragment. Also
featured is the scrap of paper where Rizal wrote his Mi Último Adios
[My Final Farewell] and the oil lamp he used to secret it.
Leaving the complex, you will notice a set of brass footprints
embedded in the pavement. These represent the route that Rizal took
on his way to Luneta Park where he was finally executed.
The next stop is the Manila Cathedral located just across from Fort
Santiago and adjacent to the Palacio del Gobernador, which now serves
as government offices. The present cathedral is the sixth to rise on
the site since 1581; previous structures were destroyed by either fire
or earthquake. Rebuilt in 1958, the cathedral incorporated the stone
carvings and rosette windows of the old cathedral. Stained-glass windows celebrating the Christianization of the Philippines light up its
clerestory, while mosaics decorate three of its side chapels.
At the end of Postigo Street, beside the Palacio del Gobernador, is
the Postigo del Palacio, an entryway used by the governor general and
the archbishop to leave the city unnoticed. This is your starting point
for walking the wall. From this vantage point, visitors can see the wide

The ceiling and dome of the
San Agustin Church are
trompe l’oeil artwork. Note
too the heavily ornamented
priest’s pulpit.

The perfectly preserved
Casa Manila features a
Spanish-style stone
courtyard.

Take a moment to reflect
within the serene and
quaint Shrine to Our Lady
of Guadalupe, located
within Fort Santiago.

golf greens of Club Intramuros, which sprawl alongside the wall.
Climb down at Puerta de Santa Lucia and head toward the Plaza
San Luis complex and San Agustin Church. Built in 1571, San Agustin
is one of the oldest churches in the country. Miraculously, it was the
only building that was spared the ravages of WWII. At the church
entrance is an interesting mix of Eastern and Western influences: Chinese fu dogs stand guard at the feet of Christian saints. The ornately
carved doors, meanwhile, have dragon-like scroll work, geometric lattice screens and stylized clouds.
Inside, interesting details include a nave in the form of a Latin
cross with a stone vault, reredos or wooden ornamental screens behind
the altars in the mini-chapels, an early 18th-century main altar, a
baroque pulpit, bronze chandeliers, and trompe l’oeil decoration. To
the right of the altar is a chapel and the final resting place of Miguel
Legazpi, the founder of Manila.
Next to the church is a museum housing oil paintings, sculptures,
antique furnishings, icons, and vestments which date back to the preSpanish and colonial periods. A former monastery, the building was
destroyed in three wars but was finally reconstructed in 1973.
Just across the Plaza San Luis is the Casa Manila Museum, offering a glimpse of colonial life. The area surrounding the complex is
paved with cobblestones, adding an old-world charm. Casa Manila’s
façade is copied form a house (circa 1850) at Calle Jaboneros in San
Nicolas. The walls of the ground floor are made of adobe stone, a popular building material during the Spanish era.
The museum is faithful in recreating the lifestyle during the Span-

Detailed buildings on
the Plaza San Luis.

A guard stands at the
entrance of Fort
Santiago, the best
starting place for a
tour of Intramuros.

ish era, with elaborately-designed wooden furniture, canopied beds,
first-edition prints, and writing implements carefully displayed.
The uppermost floor is a feast for the eye: from the capiz shell window and louvers that block direct sunlight, to the furnishings that
range from European (icons, chandeliers, candelabras, murals with
Pompeiian motifs, armoires, dressers) to Oriental (Chinese dolls, vases
from Japan and Thailand, chests with intricate mother-of-pearl inlays,
murals of bamboo trees.)
Returning to the wall, you can walk toward the ruins of the Baluarte San Diego. Within this area is the oldest fort in Manila, Nuestra
Señora de Guia. A round tower that once stood there was destroyed,
but in its place was erected a fort shaped like the Ace of Spades. It was
again destroyed during WWII, and below the ruins now is a relaxing
garden. Just across from here is the Pamantasan ng Lungsod ng Maynila or College of the City of Manila.
Leaving San Diego, walk to the Puerto Real, one of the main
entrances to Intramuros. Climbing down here, you will find the
Aquario de Manila. From there, you can continue back up the battlements until you reach the Puerta Sta. Isabel II at the other end of Intramuros. Along the way you will pass the Baluarte San Andres, the Revellin de Recoletos, Baluarte de Dilao, the Puerta del Parian (the
entryway used by the Chinese and Filipinos during the Spanish era),
the ASEAN Gardens, and finally, the Baluarte de San Gabriel.
Start your walk early before the sun is strong, and remember that
it closes to visitors at 6 p.m. Walking the wall offers not only glimpses
of the Pasig River, but a full panorama of Philippine history. 춧
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BETTER THAN ‘WELCOME’
BY JULLIE Y. DAZA

Captivating,
timeless,
a musical delight...

Illustration: Adrià Fruitós

There’s a “Come!” in “Welcome!”
Come to Manila, come to the Philippines. Be prepared to be an
untourist. We’re not talking tourism here; we’re talking organized chaos,
a mad, merry melee where logic is not always practical and the shortest
distance between two points is often a long and languid curve.
Who needs logic, common sense, reason in Manila? Park those
things by the exit gate at the airport and let down your hair, forget the
travel brochures and their promise of breathtaking sights, marvelous
adventures, a mosaic of cultures. Behave like a real tourist? Think
straight when you’re going around in circles?
Not here, not in this archipelago of 7,107 islands and 88 million people. Not in this tropical land where there are two seasons. Warm and
warmer. I’m describing the people.
The Philippines is one of 10 countries in the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations. But I bet you it’s the only one where
despite a history of foreign invaders (Spain, America, Japan, in that
order), the natives love foreigners, whether the two sides speak English or something like it.
And foreigners love us back (even if Magellan, the Portuguese
navigator who “discovered” us for Spain, was slain in battle by a
native warrior). Homebound expats are dragged to the airport kicking and screaming. If they’re too polite to kick, they just cross the
street. Like the hotel GM who, upon learning that he was being posted to another country, walked to the other side of the road and
promptly found himself the same job at a different hotel (which used
to be his main competitor).
When a multinational company retired its CEO of many years, the
man and his wife packed up for the beach. In no time, they were back in
the city to start a new life as retirees. Diplomats, once they fall in love
with our golf courses, the A-1 service provided by household staff, and

the beaches – oh, the beaches, one every 10 minutes in Cebu, one every
five minutes in Batanes – leave with a heavy heart.
There is something in the air. Is it the steaming seafood? Is it the
music that flows in and out of restaurants, department stores, country
clubs and sports clubs, moving vehicles, churches, flea markets? At one
time, from the GM down to his resident manager, F&B manager, executive chef, pastry chef and so on, a hotel in Makati was known as the “love
boat on land” because those guys, foreigners all, were either engaged or
about to be engaged, newly married or about to wed Filipinas.
Filipinos love to communicate. These days, we’re the texting capital
of the world, sending out 1.7 billion short messages from 60 million cell
phones daily. Multiply that fantastical number by 10 or 100 on Valentine’s Day, Christmas and New Year’s, and you have to agree we are a
most romantic people.
We’re so romantic we couldn’t accept a law that allows divorce. We
love life so much that although a global research group rated our suffering index as high, another group found that we are among the planet’s
happiest people. In a country where 47 million are considered as poor,
we celebrate fiestas lavishly, one for each day of the calendar, and the
longest Christmas in the world.
Nobody smiles, sings or romances like a Filipino. Ask the first
policeman you meet and he will confirm that ours is the only country
where men have been slain for slaughtering the melody and lyrics of
Frank Sinatra’s My Way. (At last count, the number of dead Sinatrawannabes stood at nine.)
Our way could be better, but it’s our very own. When a friend
returned after eight fruitful years away from the madness of Manila, he
said he had to come home because he “missed the crowdedness, the
noise. Canada is just too good to be true, everything works!”
Come to Manila. Find out why no one leaves because of boredom. 춧

“The Best Musical Show in Asia!”
“A must see show for the whole family...”
AT THE PAGCOR GRAND THEATER PARAÑAQUE CITY, METRO MANILA

TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE AT

WANDERS souvenir items & tickets are available
at LE CIRQUE Boutique located at the ground
floor of the PAGCOR - Parañaque

AND ALL PAGCOR BRANCHES IN METRO MANILA

For inquiries contact tel. nos. (632) 852-7758/54 • 851-7690 • 852-7752 • 852-7760
www.pagcor.ph
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Fantastic, exciting, romantic.
Life as it should be lived.

LAOAG • ANGELES • MIMOSA • OLONGAPO • PAVILION • HYATT-MANILA • HERITAGE • PARAÑAQUE • TAGAYTAY • BACOLOD • CEBU • MACTAN • DAVAO

www.pagcor.ph

